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Introduction to the Series:

Canada and Hong Kong Papers

This book is the second of a series pubHshed by the Canada and Hong

Kong Project. The project was set up in 1990, in recognition ofthe impor-

tance ofthe growing relationship between Canada and Hong Kong. One

of the exciting things about this project is the high level of interest that

there is now in the relationship between Canada and Hong Kong and the

enthusiasm which we have found for doing research on the subject. We
have been able to attract a number of scholars and professional people

with a detailed knowledge ofCanada and Hong Kong to contribute to our

series.

The books in this series look at various aspects of the relationship

between Canada and Hong Kong in the period leading up to the return of

Hong Kong to Chinese sovereignty in 1997. Over the past few years rela-

tions between Canada and Hong Kong have increased enormously and

have been changed dramaticallyby the great wave ofmigration to Canada

during the past decade. Since migration is the linchpin of the relation-

ship, some ofthe books in the series will focus on the emigration climate

in Hong Kong and will look at factors which encourage or inhibit migra-

tion.

In addition to the co-convenors of the Legal Workshop, William

Angus and Johannes Chan, we would like to express our appreciation to

Wang Gungwu, Vice Chancellor of the University of Hong Kong; Peter

Rhodes, Dean of the Faculty ofLaw at the University ofHong Kong; and

Michael Welsh and Robert Desjardins of the Canadian Commission in

Hong Kong, for their support in making this seminar a success. The legal

issues workshop was held in conjunction with Festival Canada '91 in

Hong Kong. We also extend a special thank you to Jerome Ch'en, York

University, for the calligraphy on our cover.

The Canada and Hong Kong Project is funded by the Donner

Canadian Foundation. We would like to thank the Foundation for its

generosity and for its steady, informed support.

Diana Lary and Bernard Luk

Co- Directors

Canada and Hong Kong Project
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Introduction

That the Basic Law for the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region will

have very significant consequences for both the public and private law

spheres in Hong Kong before and after i July 1997 should come as no

surprise to anyone even vaguely familiar with the situation. Indeed, there

has already been a substantial quantity of writing on the legal implica-

tions ofthe Basic Law.

To this frequently ambiguous and complex legal scenario may be

added the perspective of external jurisdictions such as Canada. Over the

last decade, there has been an enormous increase in almost every facet of

human endeavour between Hong Kong and Canada. These multifarious

activities have produced legal relationships of various kinds. With the

advent of the Basic Law, many of the existing legal structures between

Hong Kong and Canadian parties may need to adapt to the changing legal

scene.

It is within this broader context that a workshop on legal considera-

tions relating to Canada and Hong Kong was jointly organized by the

Faculty ofLaw in the University ofHong Kong and the Canada and Hong
Kong Project ofthe Joint Centre for Asia Pacific Studies at York University

in Canada. It was held at Robert Black College in the University ofHong
Kong on 26 June 1991.

Five papers were delivered during the morning and afternoon sessions

ofthe workshop. They are reproduced in revised form in this volume. The

reader should not strain to discover some logical reason for the order in

which the papers appear. This was not a workshop for which the bound-

aries of each paper were staked out in advance, following which experts

within the delineated areas were invited to speak. On the contrary,

although the scope for topics of legal significance to Canada and Hong
Kong was wide, few legal scholars had yet ventured onto the turf. So it was

very much a matter of searching out those who would be willing to

explore for the first time the largely uncharted area of legal issues involv-

ingHong Kong and Canada. As a result, the papers bear no necessary rela-

tion to each other, although certain common themes do emerge. They are

simply set forth in the same order as presented at the workshop, in the

view that this sequence is as appropriate as any other in the circum-
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Stances. What follows, therefore, is a somewhat eclectic collection.

Roda Mushkat's opening paper argues that Hong Kong may have

acquired an international legal personality sufficient to preserve its inde-

pendent identity. If so. Hong Kong would have the ability to operate to

some extent in an autonomous fashion in the international arena, a situ-

ation which would be of particular importance to Canada in view of the

extensive commercial and other relationships between the two jurisdic-

tions at present. To reach this conclusion, Mushkat relies heavily on inter-

national law precedents and analogies.

The next paper, by the author of this introduction, focuses on the

somewhat more immediate concerns ofthousands ofHong Kong inhab-

itants who wish to emigrate to Canada or might claim Convention

refugee status. More emigrants leave Hong Kong for Canada than for any

other country. Conversely, Hong Kong is the leading source country for

immigrants to Canada. Although Convention refugee claims by persons

from Hong Kong are currently minimal, excluding the resettlement of

Vietnamese boat people, there is the rather frightening prospect that this

situation may change after i July 1997. The author examines the various

Canadian immigrant categories open to persons from Hong Kong, as

well as Canada's reception ofConvention refugees.

In the third paper of the workshop, Philip Smart addresses the status

ofboth individuals and corporations in Hong Kong at present. He exam-

ines the potential effect of the Basic Law on these questions and suggests

that the new Hong Kong Bill of Rights may affect the status of individu-

als. Obviously, issues ofstatus in Hong Kong will have a very great impact

on various private law matters relating to Hong Kong and Canada, for

example, in the family law and corporation law areas. Smart takes the

position that the present law of Hong Kong on the status of individuals

and corporations is inadequate to meet the challenges which will arise in

1997, and advocates radical amendment.

Maurice Copithorne's paper deals with some specific aspects of inter-

action in civil procedure between Canada and Hong Kong. He examines

the current position on service ofdocuments and the taking of evidence

abroad, followed by the recognition and enforcement of foreign judg-

ments. Consideration is given to the impact on Hong Kong of the

arrangements to take effect in 1997. Out of the myriad of existing and

future relationships between Canadian and Hong Kong interests, litiga-

tion will almost certainly emerge in some cases to resolve disputes

between and among the parties. International litigation lawyers on both

sides of the Pacific Ocean will undoubtedly find helpful insights in
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Copithorne's paper.

The final workshop paper, by Janice Brabyn on the topic of extradi-

tion, delves into a discreet subject matter ofobvious importance to both

Canada and Hong Kong before and after 1997. For the Canadian reader,

the Hong Kong situation will seem very complex indeed. What might be

the situation in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (sar) after

1997 is clouded by considerable uncertainty. Brabyn argues for a new set

ofextradition powers and relations for post-1997. She poses and discusses

four preliminary questions to this end. In her view, the Basic Law either

facilitates or at least does not foreclose the possibility of the sar having

substantial, if not sole, responsibility for its processes of extradition.

So the papers in this volume are a fairly mixed bag. Nevertheless, they

represent what appears to be the only concerted effort so far to focus on

legal issues involving Canada and Hong Kong in terms of the changes to

come in 1997. No doubt further interest in potential legal problems will

develop as that deadline comes closer.

Finally, this introduction would be incomplete if it did not acknowl-

edge the essential contribution ofJohannes Chan, Convenor ofthe Public

Law Research Group in the Faculty of Law at the University of Hong

Kong, who co-chaired the workshop and discharged most capably the

major share ofthe on-site organizational responsibilities.

William H. Angus

Osgoode Hall Law School

York University

September 1992



Hong Kong's International Personality:

Issues and Implications

Roda Mushkat

Hong Kong's relationship with Canada in the years ahead will be largely

determined by the territory's ability to operate in an autonomous fashion

in the international arena. If constrained in this respect, Hong Kong

would lose its economic vitality and become a source of "distress immi-

gration" thus posing policy problems and practical difficulties for

Canada. Ifallowed to exercise its traditional freedoms, Hong Kong could

continue to engage in mutually rewarding and wide-ranging exchanges

with the country that has acted as a magnet for Hong Kong's increasingly

anxious residents.

The purpose ofthis paper is to show that Hong Kongmay claim to have

an "international legal personality" and that, at least insofar as interna-

tional law is concerned, the territory has sufficient room for manoeuvre

to preserve its independent identity. Ifthe conclusion is valid. Hong Kong

should be perceived as an asset rather than a liability for Canada.

Hong Kong's Claim to "International Personality"

While not regarded by international law writers as an "established legal

person," Hong Kong may nonetheless present a claim to "international

personality"! founded on several recognized grounds: i) its legal proxim-

ity to states; 2) by analogy to special treaty-created international regimes;

3) as an entity sui generis; and 4) by virtue of the right of selfdetermina-

tion.

Traditional considerations should not, however, prejudge the issue.

Since international legal personality is a relative phenomenon that varies

according to the progressive requirements of international life,^ the

determination ofHong Kong's legal status should be made on the basis of

an analysis of the territory's particular circumstances and in the context

ofthe character and needs ofthe present-day international community.

Legal Proximity to Statehood

As the author of a treatise on the subject points out, "there is no generally

accepted and satisfactory modern legal definition of statehood."3 Yet,

certain qualifications that "the State as an international legal person

should possess" have been commonly admitted as reflecting in general

14
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terms the requirements of statehood under international law. These,

according to Article 1 of the 1933 Montevideo Convention on Rights and

Duties ofStates are: "(a) a permanent population; (b) a defined territory;

(c) government; and (d) capacity to enter into relations with other

States."4

Ifconceptualized in such broad terms, the formal criteria ofstatehood

appear to be satisfied by Hong Kong. There is clearly a population

(defined as an aggregate of individuals living together in a community)

linked to the territory on a more or less permanent basis who can be

regarded as its inhabitants. The physical existence of Hong Kong as a

distinct territorial unit within coherent frontiers is well established both

factually and legally.? An effective government is also in place, exercising

jurisdiction over the population and territory ofHong Kong and display-

ing fundamental legislative and administrative competence in domains

such as collection of taxes, promulgation of laws, maintenance of order,

dispensation ofjustice, and the conduct ofsocial affairs. Finally, while not

formally independent. Hong Kong possesses considerable latitude to

engage in international action autonomously. Its international activities

include membership and participation in several international organiza-

tions^ and multilateral conventions,7 as well as negotiation and conclu-

sion ofagreements with foreign governments.^

Indeed, the high degree of autonomy enjoyed by Hong Kong in the

management ofits external affairs has been reaffirmed in the Sino-British

Joint Declaration,9 which seeks to formalize its status as a "separate

customs territory" that "may participate in relevant international orga-

nizations and international trade agreements (including preferential

trade arrangements) , such as the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

and arrangements regarding international trade in textiles."^'' In addi-

tion, it is stipulated that after 1997 the Hong Kong Special Administrative

Region [hksar] "may on its own, using the name 'Hong Kong, China'

maintain and develop relations and conclude and implement agreements

with states, regions and relevant organizations in appropriate fields

including the economic, trade, financial, monetary, shipping, communi-

cations, touristic, cultural and sporting fields."" Also relevant in this

context are the hksar's powers to issue its own currency and passports,

regulate immigration to the territory, and institute official and semi-

official trade representation abroad, as well as to authorize the establish-

ment ofconsular missions locally.'-

Further, without entering the debate whether recognition by other

states has a "constitutive"'3 or "declaratory"'-* effect on an entity's status
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in international law,''' the measure ofrecognition accorded to Hong Kong
as an international person may be highlighted. Evidently, Hong Kong's

trading partners, co-members of the international organizations

referred to earlier, and parties to respective multilateral agreements

recognize and respect the separate identity of the territory.'^ The opera-

tion overseas ofHong Kong Government Offices and other official repre-

sentatives (such as the Hong Kong Trade Development Council) and the

direct dealings with consular officers offoreign governments based in the

territory also reflect—apart from a significant degree and range of inter-

national activity—a recognition of Hong Kong's capacity to engage in

international relations.

Hong Kong is not a state and does not claim to be one and, hence, is not

recognized as such although, as argued above, it meets the formal criteria

of statehood. The territory's—and the hksar's—claim to international

juridical personality may, nonetheless, be based on it being endowed with

the capacity to exercise functions and undertake rights and obligations

that are similar to the functions, rights, and obligations exercised or

possessed by states (which are established personalities under interna-

tional law).

Analogy to Special Treaty-Created International Regimes

As laid down by the International Court of Justice,^^ international

personality is not limited to states alone. Territorial entities that do not

satisfy the criteria of statehood may acquire a separate legal personality

under international law. Examples include treaty-created autonomous

entities, commonly known as "internationalized territories,"^^ best

represented by the (now defunct) Free Treaty of Danzig. Said to be

"carved out" by the international community and "given life" in the law

of nations as a possible "solution to the problem ofconflicting territorial

claims and aspirations,"i9 Danzig was deemed to enjoy legal personality

governed by rules and principles of international law.^°

Arguably, the entity envisaged under the Sino-British Joint

Declaration—the hksar—may be viewed from a similar perspective.

"[I]nternationally fixed in the interest of peaceful relations between the

East and the West,"-^ it too was conceived not as a grant or delegation of

powers under the domestic law ofa particular state but as a creation ofan

international agreement taking due regard of "historical and political

realities"22 (particularly Hong Kong's autonomous character, its role as a

major financial centre, and the international nature of its economy).

Hence, it maybe contended that, from a theoretical standpoint, the hksar
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derives its validity from the international legal order and is subject to

international law which determines its status and regulates its relations

with other international entities.

The Sino-British Joint Declaration clearly reflects the intention of the

signatories to give the hksar an international capacity ofits own, separate

and distinct from any state that may otherwise be entitled to exercise

sovereign authority. The agreement confers upon the hksar express

functions that imply the possession of international personality. Yet,

apart from imposing binding obligations on the parties, the treaty has

also created an objective international entity whose rights and responsi-

bilities are governed by international law.

Admittedly, the "consensual" source of personality may give rise to

questions concerning "objectivity" (whether valid erga omnes or only v?s-

a-v/5the states involved). Questions of this type, however, pertain to the

effectiveness of the entity and need not detract from the claim to juridi-

cal personality. There is little doubt that to function effectively in the

international arena, the hksar will need wide recognition of its

autonomous position, but its international personality is not a function

of other parties' willingness to treat it as a separate entity. ^3

An Entity Sui Generis

Rather than emphasize the relevance of traditional criteria of statehood

or draw somewhat strained analogies with other established categories.

Hong Kong may opt to stress its unique characteristics as a sui generis

entity deserving to be endowed with international personality. Indeed,

an argument could be made that in addition to objectively existing and

operating as an international person. Hong Kong is justified in being

formally accepted as such for the significant services it renders the inter-

national community. Support for a claim along these lines may be

adduced from the recognition extended to entities such as the Order of

Malta, the Holy See, or national liberation movements whose purported

aims (assisting the sick and the poor, leading the Catholic Church,

combating colonialism and other forms of subjugation, respectively)

have been deemed by a large sector of the international community as

useful and legitimate.

Hong Kong has existed as a semi-autonomous political entity for

about 150 years, possessing many of the attributes of an independent

sovereign state. Due largely to its rule oflaw-based institutions and prac-

tices, the territory has, moreover, established itselfas an important player

in the global economic arena, evolving into the world's third largest bank-
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ing centre behind New York and London, eleventh largest trading entity,

and the busiest container port. Hong Kong is also a major foreign

exchange and commodities market, the regional headquarters of a large

number of multinational enterprises, and Asia's leading communication

centre.-'t

It is not surprising, therefore, that the Sino- British Joint Declaration

reflects strong determination to preserve the pivotal role played by Hong

Kong in both the regional and global economy. The agreement also gives

expression to the reality that to enable the territory to continue to oper-

ate effectively—and in view ofthe difficulties involved in assimilating two

vastly different cultures and disparate economic systems—Hong Kong's

distinctly separate personality must be secured.

Maintaining the functions performed by Hong Kong is, furthermore,

in the interest ofthe international community as a whole. Recognition of

the value of the territory's contribution to world affairs and the high

esteem in which it is held have indeed been displayed through its admit-

tance as a member of key international organizations and as a party to

multinational conventions.-? The international community's interest in

sustaining Hong Kong's international status has been more recently

reaffirmed in the arrangements for continued membership for the

HKSAR.26 Thus, if the Holy See's international personality is grounded in

its religious and spiritual authority, the territory's claim to international

personality may arguably be based on its prominent economic position.

Right to SelfDetermination

Perhaps more controversial is Hong Kong's claim to international

personality by virtue of the right to self determination. While interna-

tional legal documents endorse the right of "all" peoples to determine

freely their political status, in practice the right to self determination

appears to have been confined to "colonial" peoples.-' An assertion of a

right to self determination on behalf of the inhabitants of Hong Kong

would, thus, hinge to a large extent on establishing their position as the

population of a "non-governing [colonial] territory" within the terms of

the United Nations General Assembly Declaration on the Granting of

Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.^* As such, they are

entitled not only to the "transfer of all powers . . . without any condi-

tions or reservations, in accordance with their freely expressed will and

desire . .
."^9 but to enjoy a "separate and distinct status" even prior to the

actual transfer.30

That Hong Kong came into being and has functioned as a British
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Crown colony since 1842 is not subject to dispute. Under the Treaty of

Nanking,3i the island ofHong Kong was ceded to Great Britain in perpe-

tuity. Stonecutters Island and the southern part of the Kowloon

Peninsula were similarly ceded to the British in i860 under the Peking

Convention,3^ and in 1898 the New Territories were leased to Britain for

ninety-nine years.33 By means of recognized constitutional devices

—

Letters Patent and Orders in Council—the various parts forming the

territory of Hong Kong have been brought under British administra-

tion.34

Hong Kong's colonial status received a certain international "acknowl-

edgement" when it was placed on the agenda of a newly established

Special Committee on Decolonization in 1961. Yet, the Government of

the People's Republic ofChina [prc] has consistently maintained that the

three treaties relating to Hong Kong are "unequal treaties"35—and,

hence, not binding upon China—and that Hong Kong is, therefore, part

of Chinese territory. Consequently, it requested the removal of Hong
Kong from the colonial territories listed by the United Nations under the

Declaration on the Granting ofIndependence to Colonial Territories and

Peoples.36 The PRc's request was granted.37 For what appear to be politi-

cal and pragmatic reasons,38 Britain did not protest the decision,

although in a subsequent letter the uk's Permanent Representative to the

UN informed the Secretary General that the action of the General

Assembly "in no way affects the legal status ofHong Kong."39

Indeed, notwithstanding its approval, the Chinese request—based as

it was on the invalidity ofthe "unequal treaties" relating to Hong Kong

—

can find no support in international law and practice.^o As noted by one

commentator, the Sino-British transactions over Hong Kong were all

"valid transfers of territory according to the law, practice and values of

that time. It was an age when territories changed hands as if they were

private property. Occupation, conquest, sale, or lease gave good title to a

sovereign intent on establishing an empire."4i Nor would the "Hong

Kong treaties" be regarded as "unequal" under current rules of interna-

tional law as expressed in the Vienna Convention on the Law ofTreaties,'*-

the application ofwhich is in any event precluded by virtue ofthe princi-

ple of nonretroactivity contained therein.43 It has additionally been

argued that, given the specific circumstances of its adoption, the decision

to delete Hong Kong from the agenda of the Special Committee on

Decolonization was a procedural one and did not preclude the restora-

tion of Hong Kong to the agenda "if and when any initiative is taken in

thatdirection."44
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The colonial status of the territory having thus remained unchanged

and pending an exercise of self determination, the inhabitants of Hong
Kong may insist on a distinct and separate personaUty as provided in UN

resolutions^^ and affirmed by international juridical authority.46

Alternatively, they may rely on their right as a "people" in the context ofa

world community that is increasingly embracing human rights, minor-

ity rights, and indigenous rights. In establishing their case,47 Hong
Kongers would emphasize their cohesiveness as a national group with an

independent purpose, its own system oflaws, a unique cultural identity,48

a clearly defined territory, and an effective government playing an active

role in the world economy.

Evidently, "nationhood" for Hong Kong has not been accepted by the

PRC which, emphasizing the principle of national unity and territorial

integrity, appears to consider the recovery ofsovereignty over Hong Kong
as the exercise of the right of self determination by the entire Chinese

people.49 Yet, a rejection by the prc of self determination for Hong Kong

people need not preclude a claim to a separate international juridical

personality. The Chinese—who have been ardent proponents ofthe right

to self determination5o—have taken such a right to mean essentially

liberation (= independence and secession) of non-self-governing

peoples from colonial or racist domination and foreign occupation.?^ A
more limited claim to "selfhood" or "personhood" that does not impair

the integrity or the organic structure of the state or injure its vital inter-

ests may find China's endorsement.52

The uk's commitment to the right of self determination—in general

and in relation to the non-self-governing territories for which it is

responsible in particular—has been restated on numerous occasions.53

The fact that the territory's inhabitants qualify as a "people" is also consis-

tent with the British "working definition or rule of thumb," attaching

importance to "whether the people in a particular territory constitute a

settled and self sustaining community with its own institutions and civil

administration."54 For obvious political reasons (aimed essentially at

minimizing friction with the prc and accommodating the latter's

"reasonable" demands), self determination for Hong Kong has not been

urged by the UK government. Given, however, its explicit policy of non-

intervention in local affairs and the active promotion of a high degree of

autonomy for the territory, London, in all likelihood, would support

Hong Kong's claim to international personality as a "people."

Insofar as the rest ofthe international community is concerned, while

the probability of a collective UN finding that Hong Kongers have a right
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to self determination is rather low (in view of relevant UN practice55 and

the difficulties in establishing a case based on colonial or alien domina-

tion56), the wide acceptance of the principle may, nonetheless, prompt

countries to recognize the territory's separate international identity.

Concluding Observations Regarding

International Legal Personality for Hong Kong
In light ofthe relative and open-texture nature ofthe concept of interna-

tional personality, it appears essential to focus upon the international

capacitywhich the entity in fact possesses (capacity being the key to inter-

national personality57) and to disregard preconceptions as to who can be

subjects of international law. The test should be a functional one

—

whether and to what extent the entity is able to operate as a member ofthe

international community.

It is instructive in this connection that international organizations

have adopted a "functionalist" approach in relation to admission of

members. An entity's eligibility depends, thus, on its ability to carry out

the essential obligations of membership rather than meet traditional

requirements of statehood. Several examples may, in fact, be cited of

admission by international organizations of non-states, despite "state"

requirements in their constituent instruments. 5^ Constitutions of some

specialized agencies contain provisions to the effect that territories or

groups of territories which are not responsible for the conduct of their

international relations maybe admitted as associate members. 59

Hong Kong has both the dejure and defacto capacity for independent

action involving reciprocal rights and duties. Clearly, the many regional

and international organizations that have approved its affiliation

consider Hong Kong to possess such a capacity. An international person-

ality is a logical deduction from the considerable powers enjoyed by Hong
Kong for action in the international sphere.

An argument may also be put forward that effective control over popu-

lation living in a given territory is a key factor in "eligibility for member-

ship in the world community at large." According to one expert, libera-

tion movements, for example, have been elevated to the rank of interna-

tional subjects mainly because they tend (or at least strive) to acquire

control over territory.^'* Effectiveness, moreover, takes precedence over

recognition.^'

Hong Kong has the control apparatus—as well as the political, techni-

cal, and financial capabilities—for putting into effect international rights

and duties and coming into contact with other international legal
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persons. It has also acquired a respectable measure of recognition as a

viable and significant international political actor with ample capacity to

operate internationally.

From a broad legal standpoint, several developments in international

law and practice should facilitate the acceptance by the international

community ofHong Kong's status as an international person. Generally,

the notion ofsovereignty seems to be undergoing an erosion. Sovereigns

are, in fact, unable to manage singlehandedly many contemporary prob-

lems whose ramifications extend beyond national frontiers (for example,

pollution). Developments in science and technology have also forced

states to concede powers to international regulatory groups (for example,

international communication, maritime traffic, use of airspace).

Another factor undermining the traditional notion of sovereignty is the

emergence of regional entities wielding control over numerous areas

previously within the exclusive domain ofindividual states (for example,

economy—EC;^- defense and military strategy

—

asean). Regional and

international organizations increasingly enjoy some ofthe powers previ-

ously exercised by states. In theory, at least, most countries would not be

unwilling to surrender sovereignty in certain areas (for example, health,

international communication). Nor is there a strong fear ofdomination

by one or two countries as military force is no longer the sole basis of

power. Indeed, economic power in the international marketplace (such

as enjoyed, for example, by multinational corporations) is occasionally

viewed as ofgreater significance than military strength. The development

of international human rights law63 has also meant that sovereign states

can no longer erect barriers (in the name of domestic jurisdiction) and

are required to subordinate their acknowledged power to internationally

recognized rights of individuals and to subject themselves to interna-

tional scrutiny and judgment (and perhaps "humanitarian interven-

tion").

As a final observation on changing perceptions ofworld powers, there

is little doubt that some of the structural underpinnings of the world

order in the post-war era are assuming a less solid form, as witnessed by

recent events in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Perestroika and

glasnostrmy represent only the beginning of a much more fundamental

development signalling the erosion of the position of the state as the

central actor in the international community.^4 There is arguably a trend

toward granting non-state actors an increasingly prominent role in shap-

ing legal norms that will order and maintain the international commu-
nity ofthe future (particularly, in the areas ofhuman rights and the envi-
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ronment). It is clear in any event that in today's integrated and function-

ally complex international system, states are not the only or even the

major players. Indeed, on a theoretical level international law has been

redefined65 and adjusted^^ to take account of the growing importance of

entities of a non-territorial nature and no longer reflects the now
unworkable proposition that the regulation of interstate relations is its

exclusive concern.

Apart from the general waning of sovereignty, it is also evident that

states are prepared in practice to admit into the international legal system

a broad range of less-than-sovereign entities. Recognition as interna-

tional persons has been accorded to composite configurations—incor-

porated (such as real unions, federations, or international organizations)

or unincorporated (such as Guam, Netherland Antilles, U.S. Virgin

Islands), federal or "associated" (for example. Cook Islands, Nine, Puerto

Rico, Toklau) states, protectorates,67 colonies,^^ mandated or trust terri-

tories,^9 "internationalized" territories, as well as a variety of sui generis

entities, including governments in exile (e.g., Cambodia), belligerent or

insurgent communities (e.g., Eritrean nationalists), representative

organizations (e.g., plo, swapo), historical bodies (e.g.. Order of St. John)

and religious institutions (e.g., the Holy See). Legal capacity has also been

extended to individuals under various treaties and customary interna-

tional law. Legitimate expectations have thus been created for granting

similar recognition to autonomous regions that enjoy a particularly high

degree of international exposure, such as Hong Kong.

Since claims to international personality are to be assessed in light of

the societal needs of the international community,"" in acknowledging

the considerable capacities possessed by Hong Kong (and later by the

hksar), regard must be paid also to the useful international fianctions

performed by the territory. Arguably, the Hong Kong model of auton-

omy, if faithfully executed, may be regarded as partial implementation of

self determination based upon a compromise between conflicting inter-

ests. As such, it would not only be congruous with one ofthe main polit-

ical aims ofthe community of nations but may be viewed also as a viable

alternative to secession and the proliferation of mini-states,7i as well as a

pragmatic peaceful means ofdispute resolution. The nature ofthe regime

promoted in the territory and envisaged for the special region is also asso-

ciated with certain principles, such as rule of law, which are highly valued

by liberal societies in the world. To secure these important ends—and

also minimize international disruption (for example, mass exodus of

people)—Hong Kong must be able to operate independently and on the
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basis of relative equality with other subjects in the international legal

order, that is, as an international person.

As noted at the outset, however, international personality is a flexible

and open-ended concept which may mean different things in different

circumstances. While states possess the fullest measure of international

personality, international organizations are endowed with the degree of

personality that enables them to discharge effectively their functions. The

extent of personality enjoyed by other subjects of international law will

depend on various factors, including a constituent treaty, constitution,

and recognition. To establish the international legal status ofHong Kong,

it is necessary, therefore, to determine the substantive entitlements and

responsibilities that are attached to entities with similar standing, as well

as to examine Hong Kong's actual position.
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Canada and Hong Kong:
Coming and Going under Immigration and Refugee Law

William H. Angus

Introduction

Between 1980 and 1990, immigration to Canada from Hong Kong

increased from 6,309 to 27,143 persons annually, and from a ranking of

fifth to first in source countries for Canadian immigration.^ From the

Hong Kong perspective, Canada has become the leading host country for

its emigrants, receiving approximately halfeach year since 1987.^

Obviously this rise to prominence ofHong Kong as Canada's leading

source of immigrants is of considerable importance to one of the few

remaining nations actively searching for newcomers to augment its rela-

tively small population spread over a vast geographical territory.

Correspondingly, inhabitants of Hong Kong have shown a distinct

enthusiasm for relocating to Canada, in light ofthe uncertainties ofpolit-

ical change to be implemented in 1997.3 Therefore, both jurisdictions

have a substantial interest in Canadian immigration policy, law, and

practice.

With respect to refugees, Canada has a distinguished record for receiv-

ing refugees from various corners of the globe, and was awarded the

Nansen Medal by the unhcr in 1986 for its endeavours.4 Hong Kong is, of

course, in the difficult situation of being the chosen jurisdiction of first

refuge for tens ofthousands ofVietnamese refugee claimants. Canada has

resettled substantial numbers ofthem to this point. But what will become

of those claimants who are not resettled or returned before 1997?

Furthermore, there is the troubling spectre that in 1997 and thereafter,

residents of Hong Kong themselves may seek to leave and make

Convention refugee claims in Canada and elsewhere.

This paper will look at the foregoing issues largely from a Canadian

perspective, but will endeavour to raise broader questions and issues

where appropriate.''

Annual Levels of Canadian Immigration

For one hundred years from the first Immigration Act in 1869, Canadian

immigration law and policy had been very much a matter ofad /locdiscre-

tionary decision-making.^ However, in the 1960s and early 1970s, wide-

spread dissatisfaction with the existing process gave rise to public desire
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for a more planned approach. A series of broadly based research papers

and nationwide hearings preceded a complete overhaul of Canadian

immigration legislation in the Immigration Act, 1976, which went into

force in mid-1978.7

One of the most significant developments in the 1976 Act was a

requirement that the Minister responsible for immigration, after consul-

tation with the provinces and others, should present an annual report to

Parliament by the first of November each year, setting forth the number

of immigrants deemed appropriate for a specified future period of time

and the demographic considerations relating thereto.^ Although this

setting of levels for the future is not a prescription of quotas for immi-

grants from specific countries, it does permit consideration of various

contingent situations which may arise. It is from this general picture of

future levels that the flow of immigrants to Canada from Hong Kong,

before and after 1997, will be governed.

Canadian Immigration Plan for 1991-1995

Although the 1976 Act did not specify the time frame for which immigra-

tion levels are to be set, the annual reporting requirement quite naturally

gave rise to projections for the following calendar year only. This was the

practice until November 1990. In the two year period leading up to that

date, however, a major re-evaluation of admissions policy was under-

taken by the Canadian government. The result was a five year immigra-

tion plan for 1991 to 1995 which proposed major changes in direction,

some ofwhich have already been implemented.9

As this five year period sets the stage for admissions policy in most of

the years leading up to 1997, it is obviously ofconsiderable importance for

emigration from Hong Kong to Canada. The following chart on page 33

provides the bare bones ofthe 1991-1995 plan as reported to Parliament in

November 1990.1°

In establishing the 1991-1995 plan, three basic approaches were avail-

able: first, immigration levels could have been maintained at the rela-

tively low levels of the 1980s; second, they could have been increased

moderately; third, major increases could have been planned. Both the

first and third choices were eventually ruled out, the first mainly for

demographic reasons and the third because of unacceptable strains on

settlement resources and the absorption of large numbers. Thus, the

middle road more or less won by default.

Despite the current economic recession in Canada, which might have

aroused widespread opposition to the 1990-91 plan on the ground that
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additional immigrants would threaten already limited employment for

Canadians by providing more competition for fewer jobs, the five year

plan was greeted by widespread acclaim, a most unusual reaction to any

public pronouncement in Canada. '• In these circumstances, this paper

will next consider the various options open to prospective emigrants

from Hong Kong to Canada under the 1991-1995 plan.

Skilled Workers

Since the late 1960s, applications to immigrate to Canada by skilled work-

ers have been assessed by a points system whose factors presently include

education, vocational preparation, experience, occupational demand,

arranged employment or designated occupation, demography, age,

knowledge of English and French languages, and personal suitability.^^

As the basic component of the independent immigrant class, skilled

workers are highly regarded in the 1991-1995 plan on the ground that their

skills would make a valuable contribution to national and regional

economic development, and particularly to the competitive position of

Canadian business and industry. Consequently, an immediate increase in

their numbers was proposed, to be followed by further annual expansion

to 9,500 skilled immigrants by 1994.

Furthermore, the occupational demand factor in the points system

has now been revamped to provide a "designated list" for individual

provinces which have specific occupational needs.i3 Applicants who fall

within the occupational titles on the designated list and who are willing

to settle in the particular province receive additional points toward the

required minimum for acceptance as a skilled worker. In addition, there

is a "general list" which prescribes a given number of points depending

on the particular occupation. Ifan applicant does not acquire at least one

point for occupational demand, the issuance of an immigrant visa is

prohibited unless the applicant has arranged employment in Canada.^^

From the perspective ofHong Kong residents wishing to emigrate to

Canada, many will qualify as skilled workers by having the required

number of points, provided that their occupations fall within either the

designated or the general list. However, there will be many others whose

qualifications in terms of total points and the occupation factor will not

meet the requirements. Overall, prospective Hong Kong emigrants

would appear to be in a relatively favourable situation insofar as the large

pool ofhighly educated, experienced, and trained workers in Hong Kong
is concerned.
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Business Immigrants

In 1980 business immigrants from Hong Kong to Canada numbered only

thirty-three, and Hong Kong ranl<:ed a poor fifth in source countries,

behind the United States, United Kingdom, West Germany, and France.^5

However, in 1983 and 1984 the Hong Kong numbers increased dramati-

cally to 338 and 604, respectively, achieving first place in 1984 by a wide

margin over West Germany. From 1985 through 1988, Hong Kong

remained at the top of the list, being the source of 1,106 out of a total of

3,954 business immigrants in the latter year. Thus, Hong Kong emerged

in the mid-1980s as the leading source of business immigrants for

Canada.

Nevertheless, business immigration from Hong Kong and other coun-

tries is not overly significant from the viewpoint of total immigration to

Canada, although spouses and other accompanying dependants ofbusi-

ness immigrants do add substantially to the overall numbers.^^ What is of

importance to Canada, however, is the estimated cdn$3,427,979,ooo

brought at the time of entry or to be transferred later, by business immi-

grants issued visas in 1988^7 and presumably in the years since then.

From an estimated 5,000 business immigrants in 1990, the 1991-1995

Immigration Plan proposes an increase to 7,000 per annum for 1991 and

1992, but then a rather surprising decline to 6,500 in 1993 and 5,000 for

both 1994 and 1995. Why would this be so, particularly when the present

Federal and Provincial governments have been very favourably disposed

to increased business immigration? One answer may be that the

perceived economic benefits to Canada flowing from business immigra-

tion are not perfectly clear and may even be rather doubtful. ^^ Another

might be that Hong Kong will shortly cease to be a substantial source of

business immigrants because qualified prospects will have already made

arrangements to leave Hong Kong or will have left, in advance of mid-

1997. Furthermore, some problems have emerged with respect to the

business immigration programme, which will be mentioned hereafter,

and it may have been thought prudent to proceed slowly.

Each of the three business classes—entrepreneur, investor, and self

employed—will now be examined briefly.

Entrepreneur Class

Under this category, which first surfaced in the 1950s, a prior entrepre-

neurial track record is not mandated by the Immigration Regulations.^'^

The applicant must intend and have the ability to establish, purchase, or

make a substantial investment in a business or commercial venture in
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Canada which will make "a significant contribution to the economy" and

create an employment opportunity for at least one Canadian citizen or

permanent resident. Obviously, smaller businesses and ventures are

contemplated. Active and on-going participation in management of the

Canadian business or venture is required.

Unfortunately, some entrepreneurs have been landed as permanent

residents in Canada but have not established a business or commercial

venture. ^o As a result, conditional landings were devised by the

Immigration Commission whereby the entrepreneur immigrant is

required to show that a business or venture meeting the prescribed

requirements has been established within two years ofarrival, in order for

the condition to be removed.-'

Overseeing the fulfilment of this condition has understandably not

been an easy task for the Canadian Immigration Commission. Some of

the businesses or ventures may be merely facades established solely for

the purpose of satisfying the condition, following which they will be

closed down or sold. Others are so marginal that it is questionable

whether they can be regarded as a "significant contribution to the econ-

omy." Proceedings for removal from Canada have been taken against

some entrepreneur immigrantswho have not met the condition imposed

on their admission. -^

Although abuse ofthe entrepreneur category has resulted in a tighten-

ing up of its administration, it remains as one ofthe most attractive possi-

bilities for Hong Kong emigrants with a business background.

Investor Class

This category was introduced by the present Canadian government in

1986 as a natural outgrowth from the entrepreneur class. A number of

regulatory changes in the programme have since occurred, the latest

being in December of 1990,-3 and frequent amendments or clarifications

by policy statements and interpretive bulletins are common in what

might be described as coping with the growing pains ofa new endeavour.

To be an investor does not require active involvement ofthe immigrant

in a Canadian business or venture as is the situation for an entrepreneur,

but successful operation, control, or direction of a business or commer-

cial undertaking in the past is necessary. In addition, the investor must

make a minimum investment of $250,000, $350,000 or $500,000 for five

years under a three-tiered system based on the number ofbusiness immi-

grants in a prior given year. Bilateral agreements between the Federal and

Provincial governments provide for joint administration of immigrant
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investor programmes in the particular provinces. Three types of invest-

ments are contemplated: an eligible business or commercial venture

which does not exceed cdn$35 million in assets so that small and medium
sized businesses will benefit, a privately administered investment syndi-

cate, or a government administered venture capital fund.

Perhaps not surprisingly for a new scheme, some problems have

cropped up along the way. Although the investor class was designed to

attract risk capital, this goal was substantially undermined when some

provinces permitted guaranteed investments. The rate of return offered

by the approved investment funds has generally been low and would not

ordinarily attract risk capital. Supervision and enforcement of fund

management has proved to be a difficult undertaking. The lock-in period

for a number of early investors is about to expire, and some concern is

being expressed as to the fate of their investments. In one situation, alle-

gations have been made that an investment fund manager with close ties

to the governing political party directed funds to corporations which he

personally owned or controlled,^4 Finally, there is a negative public

perception that someone can buy their way into Canada under the

investor programme. So the investor programme is not trouble free,

although both the Federal and Provincial governments are actively

engaged in jointly addressing its problems on an ongoing basis.

Investor immigrants to Canada have increased in number from 87 in

1987 and 249 in 1988, to 541 in 1989.-5 Although as of 1990 only 41% of the

approved investment offerings had been sold before their expiry, over

$900 million had been subscribed.-^

In 1988, 43% of investor programme applicants were from Hong
Kong,^7 and it is probably safe to assume that this investor interest from

the territory has continued, notwithstanding problems associated with

the programme.^^ Nevertheless, the size of the investment minimums
and other requirements ofthe investor category will enable only relatively

few in Hong Kong to immigrate to Canada under its provisions.

SelfEmployed Class

This class is designed to accommodate individuals who might make a

positive contribution to the Canadian economy or its cultural and artis-

tic life. Examples of those who might qualify include farmers, artisans,

sports personalities, and operators of small outlets which individual

communities in Canada may need. -9 However, relatively few persons

immigrate to Canada under this class. One reason may be its minimum
point requirement of 70 units which equals that of a selected worker. An
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extra 30 units may be awarded if the applicant is considered able to

become successfully established in Canada, which effectively reduces the

required total to 40 units. Another reason may be a relatively narrow

interpretation and application of the pertinent provisions by visa

officers.

Although interest in the selfemployed category has increased ofrecent

date,3o it remains a relatively undeveloped area of business immigration

which might offer favourable possibilities for Hong Kong residents who

wish to emigrate in the years leading up to 1997.

Family Class

This term is defined in the Immigration Regulations essentially to cover a

nuclear family of close relatives and a few others with a special relation-

ship to the sponsor.31 Most other relatives, including brothers and sisters,

are consigned to the "assisted relative" class. It is very important for a rela-

tive to fall within the definition of the family class, and not the assisted

relative category, because the fact of the family class relationship is basi-

cally all that is necessary for the applicant to be eligible for admission to

Canada, provided that the sponsor is a Canadian resident and meets a low

income cutoff level. This assumes, of course, that the sponsoree is not

inadmissible by reason ofa criminal conviction, medical condition, or on

some other grounds listed in section 19 ofthe Immigration Act.

The 1991-1995 Immigration Plan projects a substantial increase in

family class immigrants, from an estimated 72,500 in 1990 to a high of

100,000 in 1992, before tapering off to 85,000 in 1994 and 1995. An exten-

sion of the family class definition in 1988 to include never married sons

and daughters of any age was rescinded recently, to be replaced with a

concept of dependency for children under 19 years and those above that

age who are in a position ofeconomic reliance on their parents.3- Beyond

this of course, the family class projections for 1991-1995 reflect the earlier

landing of permanent residents who then wish to sponsor their family

class members.

It is unlikely that much will change between now and 1997 in terms of

sponsorship of "members of the family class." Expansion of the

definition would cut against the thrust of the 1991-1995 plan which

favours more highly qualified immigrants and, therefore, is probably not

likely. Some critics have even argued for a narrowing of the family class

because it is not based on an assessment of qualitative factors as is

required for skilled workers and other independent immigrants.

However, no Canadian political party in its right mind would be willing
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to risk the wrath of the large "immigrant" vote by such further restric-

tions.

Therefore, Canadian permanent residents and citizens from Hong
Kong will most likely continue to be in the same situation as at present,

insofar as sponsoring family class members. By and large, however, this is

quite a favourable position. It includes top processing priority for family

class applications and even a right of appeal in prescribed circumstances

to the Immigration Appeal Division of the Immigration and Refugee

Board.33

Assisted Relatives

Relatives not within the family class—including grandparents, aunts or

uncles, brothers and sisters, sons or daughters, nieces, nephews, and

grandchildren—were relegated in the Immigration Regulationsto the less

favoured "assisted" category. Unlike those within the family class

definition, assisted relatives must satisfy points requirements similar to

those imposed on independent immigrants, although bonus units are

awarded depending on the degree of relationship.34

Like independent immigrants, assisted relatives must score at least one

unit for both the experience and occupational demand factors of the

point system. If they do not, an immigrant visa is not to be issued.35

However, one possible avenue ofentry for an assisted relative, who might

not otherwise qualify, is to be sponsored by a Canadian citizen or perma-

nent resident who owns and operates a family business, in order to

occupy a position of trust in that business already established in

Canada.36

In the 1991-1995 Immigration Plan, the number of assisted relatives is

forecast as rising from an estimated 5,000 in 1990 to 11,500 in 1994 and

1995. This increase perhaps reflects the planned overall expansion in

other immigrant categories which would thereafter give rise to applica-

tions from assisted relatives.

Nevertheless, prospective emigrants from Hong Kong who fall within

the assisted relative class will probably continue to encounter difficulty

with the one unit requirement for the experience and occupational

demand factors. This will be disappointing for many who adhere to the

concept of an extended family and maintain close family ties with those

within the assisted relative definition.

Retired Persons

This category of selfsupporting individuals was retired as of30 June 1991

.
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Canadian immigration policy had previously regarded them as desirable

immigrants because they ordinarily brought substantial assets with them

in excess of those required to support themselves and, thus, were of

economic benefit to Canada, among other reasons. However, the

numbers immigrating in this category had increased substantially in

recent years, and it was thought preferable instead to favour skilled work-

ers. As a result, retirees who applied before the 30 June 1991 deadline were

to be processed through 1991 and 1992 at figures of 5,000 and 3,000,

respectively, before disappearing from the scene in 1993.

Processing Visa Applications

In the late 1980s, the number oflanded immigrants sometimes exceeded

the annual level predicted by the Minister in the previous November, and

in other years it came up short of the expected inflow. In order to avoid

this element of unpredictability for the implementation of the 1991-1995

plan, procedures were contemplated37 and have been initiated to manage

the immigration process so that the specified levels are observed.

Although the 1991-1995 plan reiterated the universality of Canadian

immigration programmes so that all source countries will receive equal

treatment,38 obviously it would be impossible to stay within the target

levels set annually ifeach visa office issued immigrant visas to all qualified

applicants who appeared on the scene. As a result, visa posts now receive

allocations which are not to be exceeded.

Insofar as Hong Kong is concerned, the fact that it has led all other

source countries in the number of immigrants received by Canada in

recent years suggests that the Hong Kong visa section is working reason-

ably effectively and that the present level of visas issued is regarded as

satisfactory by the planners in Ottawa. Not every country is so fortunate.

Many do not even have a Canadian visa office. There are only three for the

whole of Africa, for example. In fact, one does not need to travel a great

distance within Hong Kong to get to the Canadian visa office, compared

to the geographical size of many other nations. So all in all, prospective

immigrants in Hong Kong are quite well served in terms of available

processing resources, although these may still be inadequate to meet the

growing pressure ofvisa applications in Hong Kong.

A quick look at the most recent available statistics set forth in the

Immigration Manual for April to June in 1990 reflects a heavy work load

and lengthy processing times for Hong Kong, compared to other visa

posts. For independent applications. Hong Kong was second only to

Damascus in numbers (795 to 910), and its mean processing time was
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second only to the one application in Moscow (583 days to 707 days).

Damascus again topped the assisted relative class in numbers over second

place Hong Kong (456 to 207), but Hong Kong was third place in mean
processing time at 492 days, with Moscow leading at 504 and Manilla

second at 496. Family class applications showed Hong Kong in fourth

place (557) , behind New Delhi at 1,318, Kingston at 861, and Manilla at 834.

However, Hong Kong led these three in mean processing time with 440

days to 370, 268, and 350 for the others, respectively. Finally for business

applications, the figures for Hong Kong were quite favourable, topping

the list ofprocessed applications by an enormous margin of690 to 159 for

Damascus, with Singapore third at 52 and the others straggling behind.

Mean processing time for business applications in Hong Kong was 405

days, however, compared to 548 in New Delhi, 465 in New York, and 459

in Buffalo.

One might suggest that these figures indicate that the Hong Kong post

is in need of even greater resources to cope with its heavy work load. In

these days offiscal spending restraint on the part ofthe Canadian govern-

ment, however, it is very unlikely that substantial new resources will be

made available for Hong Kong. There maybe some limited shifting from

posts in other countries, but that will not completely alleviate the situa-

tion. More hopeful are the recent processing changes in New Delhi for

family class applications which were implemented in an effort to reduce

the backlog and mean processing time there to 6 months.39 Perhaps,

something similar in Hong Kong would be feasible.

Special Measures

Officially at least, Canada has no plans to offer higher immigration

"quotas" to residents of Hong Kong prior to 1997.40 Of course, Canada

does not formally have quotas for source countries, although allocations

are made to overseas immigration posts for the issuance of visas. As

discussed earlier, the statistics show that Hong Kong has fared very well

in the volume of visas issued for immigration purposes. Yet, there seems

to be an understandable and almost insatiable interest on the part of

many Hong Kong inhabitants to emigrate to Canada before 1997, which

far exceeds the present levels.

Could special measures ofsome sort be taken to enlarge the numbers?

The answer is clearly "yes," provided that the political will is present in

Canada. Perhaps, the most obvious route would be to place the people of

Hong Kong in a "designated class" by regulation whereby they could

receive preferential treatment. Canada has previous experience with
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designated class regulations, namely the Indochinese Designated Class

Regulations covering persons from Kampuchea, Laos, and Vietnam; the

Political Prisoners and Oppressed Persons Designated Class Regulations

dealing with persons from Chile, El Salvador, and Guatemala; and the

now defunct Self-Exiled Persons Class Regulations, which included the

East Bloc countries until the political thaw of last year.4'

Perhaps not surprisingly, there is a reluctance on the part of the

Canadian government to create new designated classes. If Hong Kong is

made a designated class, what about the Kurds in Iran, Iraq, and Turkey,

the Sikhs in India, or the Tamils in Sri Lanka? One could compile a very

long list of those who might qualify to become a designated class. To

decide who deserves to qualify as a designated class or not is a very

difficult value judgment, at best. Ofrecent date, strong pressures to place

Lebanon in a designated class were firmly rejected, although some

administrative and procedural reliefwas afforded.

Nevertheless, Hong Kong will be in a unique situation in 1997, and

there are very substantial ethnic Hong Kong and Chinese communities in

Canada which possess a vote in Federal elections. Politicians are highly

sensitive to the voting propensities of ethnic communities. If a well

organized campaign were mounted to place Hong Kong in a designated

class or otherwise to provide special measures as was done for prc nation-

als following the Tiananmen tragedy, it could happen if events unfold

which rally general public support in Canada behind the proposals.

Recent Statements by the Canadian Prime Minister

On his visit to Hong Kong in May of1991, Prime Minister Mulroney made

no promises ofdramatic change in Canadian immigration policy toward

Hong Kong.4- Although he spoke of more Hong Kong immigration to

Canada, this was said to be in the context ofincreases contemplated by the

1991-1995 Immigration Plan.43 However, he was also reported as saying

that if there were a sudden change in Hong Kong's political climate,

Canada might allow much larger numbers ofimmigrants than currently

anticipated.44

Exactly what might be regarded as "a sudden change in Hong Kong's

political climate" is open to various interpretations, but it at least suggests

that the present Canadian government recognizes that its current posi-

tion is changeable. Ofcourse, there is no assurance that the present Prime

Minister will be on the scene until 1997, as he and his party will be facing

a general election long before then. However, a change in the governing

party would not necessarily mean a change ofpolicy in this regard.
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It should also be remembered that the Immigration Act requires the

Minister ofEmployment and Immigration to report annually on immi-

gration levels, which provides a yearly opportunity for new initiatives.

Furthermore, a new five year plan is contemplated for the 1996-2000

period, which could give rise to a major shift in policy with respect to

Hong Kong before mid-1997.

The "Brain Drain"

Canadian immigration policy is largely based on selection of the most

highly qualified in terms of Canada's perceived needs, and this has been

so since the turn of the century.45 As a result, however, source countries

often lose persons whose talents could well have been of considerable

significance to the development and welfare of the homeland. Although

Hong Kong is certainly not an underdeveloped area, the loss of skilled

human resources obviously has a negative impact on its continuing

vigour and viability.

To counter this difficulty, it has been proposed that instead of a maxi-

mum of two years being allowed from the time of issuance of an immi-

grant visa to the date of landing in Canada, the period be increased to

between ten and fifteen years.^^ If accepted, this change would enable

Hong Kong holders of Canadian immigrant visas to stay in Hong Kong

for the present and even after 1997 to see how well or badly the new order

affects their lives.

From the Canadian perspective, however, such an arrangement has

distinct disadvantages. The planned and orderly flow of immigrants

might be severely disrupted if events led to a sudden influx of accumu-

lated Hong Kong visa holders, particularly in the area of settlement

services. Circumstances ofthe visa holder could well change substantially

between the issuance of the visa and the decision to leave for Canada. If

deferred entry is permitted for persons from Hong Kong, itwould be very

difficult to deny a similar arrangement to immigrants from other source

countries. Indeed, section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and

Freedoms might require equal treatment for immigrants from all source

countries.

Two years would seem to be a reasonably generous period to permit

someone to get business and family affairs in order and to leave, although

obviously it is too short for many prospective Hong Kong emigrants who

wish to retain their advantageous situation in Hong Kong until 1997 and

perhaps beyond. Ten to fifteen years of grace is unlikely to be accepted by

the Canadian government, which understandably would like to see the
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attributes ofimmigrants contributing to the Canadian scene at the earli-

est possible time. Perhaps a shorter period ofpostponement ending on 30

June 1997 would be a suitable compromise.

For those who have already emigrated from Hong Kong to Canada but

find that economic opportunities are more advantageous in Hong Kong

and, therefore, wish to return while maintaining permanent resident

status in Canada, section 24(2) of the Immigration Act provides that a

person will be deemed to have abandoned Canada as a place of residence

ifhe or she is outside Canada for more than 183 days in any twelve month

period, unless a contrary intention can be established. Although it is

possible to obtain a returning resident permit which, in the absence of

evidence to the contrary, is proof of non-abandonment, Immigration

Canada has been very reluctant ofrecent date to issue such authorizations

to landed immigrants from Hong Kong. Thus, the Canadian statutory

provisions on abandonment of permanent resident status work against

returning to Hong Kong to continue one's career or employment until

the 1997 situation clarifies itself.

Similar problems arise with respect to obtaining Canadian citizenship,

for which a permanent resident must have resided in Canada for a total of

three of the previous four years. Once Canadian citizenship has been

acquired, however, the recipient may return to Hong Kong forever with-

out risk ofbeing denied reentry into Canada.

Finally, one might observe that the selective nature ofCanadian immi-

gration law favours the wealthy and the skilled among others, but does

litde for the great majority of Hong Kong inhabitants whose particular

qualifications are either insufficient or not in demand for admission to

Canada. Oddly enough, there have been recent calls from high places in

Canada for selection standards to be raised even further, in order to admit

only the most highly qualified of applicants.^/

Convention Refugee Claims

It may come as a mild surprise that some Convention refugee claims have

been made in Canada by persons alleging that they are from Hong

Kong.48 Since Canada's new Convention refugee determination proce-

dures came into force on 1 January 1989, six Hong Kong claims have been

received, five of which were rejected as having no credible basis at the

initial hearing stage and one abandoned.49 So there would seem to be no

future at the present time for someone from Hong Kong to try to take this

route for entry to Canada.

There remains the extremely complex and difficult problem of
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Convention refugee claimants presently in Hong Kong, principally from

Vietnam. It is a topic which has already been widely addressed else-

where5o and is beyond the scope of extensive consideration here.

Nevertheless, it may be worth noting in passing that Canada has received

very substantial numbers of Vietnamese through Hong Kong and else-

where over more than fifteen years, and has given them special consider-

ation as a designated class by regulation. 51 At the International

Conference on Indochinese Refugees at Geneva in lune 1989, Canada

announced that it would resettle up to 16,000 persons from Southeast

Asia over the following three years.s^

If one surveys the 1991-1995 Immigration Plan, the number of

Government assisted refugees is projected to remain at the 1990 level of

13,000 each year to 1995 without any increase. Furthermore, the annual

levels of privately sponsored refugees are projected as declining from

24,000 in 1990 to 15,000 in 1994 and 1995. So the 1991-1995 plan envisages

a decrease, rather than an increase, in Convention refugees from outside

Canada.53

On his recent visit to Hong Kong, the Canadian Prime Minister was

quoted in the Canadian press as having said, "Canada believes that the

answer is that we all take more refugees, and this is what we're in the

process of doing."54 By using the words "we all," the Prime Minister

clearly included his own country as being "in the process of" taking

"more refugees." Canadian officials on the scene quickly asserted that the

Prime Minister had made no specific offer to take additional refugees

from Hong Kong, and that he had said only that he would look into the

matter. Granted that there was no specific offer, but his statement about

being "in the process of" taking more refugees does not square with only

looking into the matter.

Whether or not the Prime Minister simply made a slip ofthe tongue in

an unguarded moment, Canada clearly could increase its intake of

Convention refugees presently situated in Hong Kong if it chose to do so,

just as it did in 1989 as announced at the International Conference on

Indochinese Refugees. This could be done in small numbers quietly with

little public fanfare or in larger figures ifthe political winds favoured such

a move. In view of the present economic recession in Canada and wide-

spread concern over the high volume of inland Convention refugee

claimants, however, the Canadian public mood would not seem to favour

a major effort to bring more Convention refugees from Hong Kong at the

present time. Nevertheless, the situation could well change between now
and 1997.
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And After 1997?

What may be the exact status of Hong Kong inhabitants with respect to

nationaHty and emigration after 1997 remains somewhat unclear, to say

the least, although much has been written on the topic.55 Ifsome sort of

distinct status for those in Hong Kong, encompassing freedom of move-

ment and a right to emigrate without limitation, is recognized in fact,

then there would seem to be no reason why the present favourable rela-

tionship with Canada in immigration matters should not continue.

However, if sovereignty over nationality and emigration is asserted

from Beijing, then a very different state of affairs obviously would exist.

In 1988 the People's Republic of China ranked a distant thirteenth as a

source of immigrants to Canada, with only 2,765 in number out of the

total of 160,768, which is 1.7% ofthe total. 5^ This is a far cry from the first

place position ofHong Kong with 22,877 migrants to Canada, represent-

ing 14.2% ofCanada's immigrants in that year. Nevertheless, emigration

from the People's Republic to Canada has occurred in the past, exists to a

limited extent at present, and undoubtedly will continue in the future,

notwithstanding numerous obstacles to overcome. It would not seem

unreasonable to think that those in Hong Kong after 1997 would share in

opportunities for emigration to Canada from the People's Republic,

although the pre-eminent position of Hong Kong inhabitants at the

present time in this regard is unlikely to continue.

Should the political situation in Hong Kong deteriorate in 1997 and

after, there is the rather chilling prospect that persons in Hong Kong may

wish to claim refuge in a country which recognizes the United Nations

Convention. As mentioned earlier, Canada has been relatively sympa-

thetic to refugee claimants and accepts more Convention refugees per

capita than any other nation.

In terms ofConvention refugee claimants from the People's Republic

ofChina between 1 January 1989 and 31 March 1991 forwhom a final deci-

sion has been rendered under the new Canadian refugee determination

procedure, 798 were accepted and 1,084 rejected. 5" These figures do not

take into account, moreover, the thousands of prc citizens who were

granted permanent resident status in Canada under special policy

measures introduced following the Tiananmen tragedy, which remained

in place until mid-October 1990.

One fervently hopes, ofcourse, that resort by the people ofHong Kong

to the U.N. Convention on the Status of Refugees will not be necessary

after mid-1997. Nevertheless, if worse comes to worse, it would seem
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reasonable to predict that Canada would respond not only under the

Convention but through the invocation ofspecial measures ofsome kind.

Looking to what may happen in 1997 and beyond, however, is mere spec-

ulation at this point in time.

Some Concluding Thoughts

It is quite apparent that Hong Kong inhabitants have fared very well

indeed over the past decade under the prevailing policies for immigration

to Canada. This favourable situation should continue throughout the

period of the Canadian Immigration Plan for 1991-1995. Furthermore,

there is no reason to think that Hong Kong's pre-eminent position in

emigration to Canada will change after 1995; indeed, there is the real

possibility that some sort ofspecial programme may be implemented by

Canada for Hong Kong as mid-1997 draws nearer.

Canada's criteria for immigration admirably suit many prospective

emigrants from Hong Kong because ofthe emphasis on education, train-

ing, experience, skills, and other factors regarded as particularly

beneficial to Canadian economic and social development. However, the

down side ofthis policy from the Hong Kong perspective is surely that the

great majority of its inhabitants have no prospect of meeting the

demanding Canadian standards for admission.

With respect to Vietnamese refugee claimants in Hong Kong, it would

seem that Canada is now inclined to coordinate its efforts with those on

the international scene, although special measures, such as have been

taken by Canada for Vietnamese in the past, are still a possibility as 1997

approaches. After 1997 Canada's humanitarian record toward refugees

would undoubtedlybe extended to those from Hong Kong ifthe situation

so warranted.
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Individual and Corporate Status in Hong Kong

Philip Smart

Introduction

We have entered a decade which will see the most fundamental challenges

the legal system ofHong Kong has ever encountered. The development of

Hong Kong law is naturally a matter of great import to the people of the

territory; yet, additionally, the international community as a whole is not

unconcerned. However, this paper does not address the constitutional

changes Hong Kong will undergo, nor does it deal with Hong Kong's posi-

tion in public international law (that is, as a player on the world stage).

Instead, the objective is to focus upon certain questions relating to status

under Hong Kong law. Such questions affect anybody who (i) lives in

Hong Kong; or (2) carries on business in Hong Kong; or (3) in some

instances, merely trades with Hong Kong and/or the People's Republic of

China.

This paper seeks to highlight certain ofthe more controversial, as well

as practical, issues of both personal (individual) and corporate status.

When referring to status we mean, broadly speaking, legal capacity and,

more particularly, that range ofpersonal as well as proprietary relation-

ships governed by the personal law.

Individuals

In civil law systems, such as those on the continent ofEurope or in Latin

America, the personal law is determined by nationality. Hence, a French

court would likely regard the law of Germany as the personal law of a

German national. However, under Hong Kong law the personal law is

governed by the domicile . (This is indeed the case in nearly all common
law jurisdictions, e.g., England and Ireland, as well as most jurisdictions

in the Commonwealth and the United States. ) Thus, whenever the courts

in Hong Kong are called upon to determine an individual's personal law,

it is the place of domicile which must be ascertained. Whether that indi-

vidual is a Hong Kong belonger, a British citizen, or is a U.S., French,

German, Swiss, Australian, or Canadian passport holder (or all of the

above) is not decisive. Domicile is, under Hong Kong law, the legal test

connecting an individual to his/her personal law.

Ascertaining the place of domicile has always been problematic.^ Yet

52
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the position in Hong Kong is particularly unsatisfactory as, until now, it

has always been the case that married women cannot have an indepen-

dent domicile but automatically, and as a rule oflaw, take the domicile of

their husbands upon marriage.

The common law rules on domicile will also be compared and

contrasted with the test of"permanent residence" used in the Basic Law.

Corporations

Corporations are likewise regarded as having a domiciliary law—namely,

the law of the place of incorporation.- Thus, the personal law of a

company incorporated in British Columbia will be the law of British

Columbia. Nevertheless, a most interesting question, particularly for

those giving legal advice to businessmen and women, is the extent to

which the law of Hong Kong interferes with, or rather exercises controls

over, foreign corporations which carry on business or have assets in Hong

Kong.

For example, it maybe ofsome interest to those engaged in China trade

to note that if a prc trading company has any assets in Hong Kong (e.g.,

an account in credit with a bank in Hong Kong), then such a company

may be wound up in Hong Kong under the Companies Ordinance.3 This

is so even if the prc trading company in question has no branch or any

other office in Hong Kong.

Personal Status

Domicile

(i) Oudine

As determinative ofthe personal law, domicile must be considered over a

broad range of status-related issues: e.g. capacity to marry, the mutual

rights and duties ofhusband and wife, divorce, nullity, the legal relation-

ship between parent and child, guardian and ward, legitimacy, and adop-

tion, as well as intestate succession to movable property.

Ascertaining an individual's domicile has always been a matter ofsome

complexity; for domicile is a legal notion, an idea of law, which unlike a

passport has no physical, tangible existence. Yet there are, very roughly,

three basic rules.4 First, every person is (notionally) given a domicile at

birth (the "domicile of origin"). Secondly, such domicile (that is, the

domicile of origin) persists until replaced by a new domicile. Thirdly, a

new domicile (the so-called "domicile of choice") is only acquired by an

individual, of full age and capacity, through a combination of residence

in a country with the intention of residing in that country permanently
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or indefinitely. Hence, ifa person with a domicile oforigin in Ontario has

come to live and work in Hong Kong, perhaps even for many years, that

person will only acquire a new domicile (of choice) in Hong Kong if an

intention to reside indefinitely in Hong Kong is established on the facts.5

In this regard Hong Kong law is no different from other common law

systems.

(ii) Married Women
Hong Kong law now finds itselfin a most unusual, albeit not unique, situ-

ation when it comes to the domicile ofmarried women. The common law

of England maintained a fiction that husband and wife were one legal

person. Thus, when ascertaining the domicile of a married woman, the

courts considered that husband and wife would have but one domicile;

namely, the domicile of the husband.^ In other words, a married woman
was incapable of having an independent domicile of her own; on

marriage the wife automatically and without exception took the domicile

ofher husband. 7 Moreover, such dependencywould only terminate upon
death or divorce, not the mere separation of the parties.

This discrimination against married women, once referred to by Lord

Denning MR as "the last barbarous relic of a wife's servitude,"^ was abol-

ished in England in the 1970s. 9 Similar reforms have taken place in other

Commonwealth jurisdictions.'*^ However, until now the common law

has remained intact in Hong Kong. To give an example, let us say that a

husband and wife have moved to Hong Kong from Canada. It may well be

that a court in Canada might regard the husband as domiciled in Ontario

but the wife as domiciled in New York State. However, a Hong Kong court

has been obliged to treat the wife's domicile as dependent upon the

husband. Husband and wife will have the same domicile, i.e. the

husband's domicile.

The dependency of married women may, however, be drawing to a

close. The Hong Kong Bill ofRights in Article 1 provides that rights are to

be enjoyed without "distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex,

language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,

property, birth or other status." The domicile ofdependency of married

women discriminates not perhaps on the basis of sex, but rather as a

matter ofstatus, i.e.marital status. Article 19(4) states that, "Spouses shall

have equal rights and responsibilities as to marriage, during marriage and

at its dissolution." In addition. Article 22 provides:

All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrim-

ination to the equal protection of the law. In this respect, the law shall
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prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and effec-

tive protection against discrimination on any ground such as race, colour,

sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,

property, birth or other status.

Whilst the Bill of Rights does not appear to have been framed with

discriminatory rules of the common law in mind," there seems little

doubt that the domicile of dependency of married women falls foul of

Articles 19(4) and 22. It is also of some interest to note that the depen-

dency ofmarried women was questioned in Ireland as being unconstitu-

tional.i^

Yet, although the abolition of the dependency of married women is

scarcely premature, the Bill of Rights leaves unanswered a great many
questions. In particular, what is the domicile of a married woman upon

the termination of her dependency:

(1) does her previous domicile of dependency continue as a domicile of

"quasi-choice";

(2) does the domicile oforigin at once revive; or

(3) does the wife's domicile immediately prior to the marriage revive?

Option (1) seems, perhaps the most sensible.^^ Nevertheless, there is an

obvious need for clear legislative guidance on this matter, particularly as

a number of Ordinances were framed on the understanding that a

married couple had, as a rule of law, the same domicile.^^

The BasicLaw
The Basic Law very sensibly steers well clear of domicile. Chapter III

speaks ofFundamental Rights and Duties ofResidents . Residents include

"permanent residents" and "non-permanent residents." It will be of

interest to the international business community to note that "perma-

nent residents" encompass in Article 24:

(4) Persons not ofChinese nationality who have entered Hong Kong with

valid travel documents, have ordinarily resided in Hong Kong for a

continuous period ofnot less than seven years and have taken Hong Kong

as their place ofpermanent residence....

The concept of ordinary residence is largely free from legal technicali-

ties. '5 A person ordinarily resides in Hong Kong if that person lives there

as part ofthe normal order ofhis/her life. It is certainly not necessary that

one intends to stay indefinitely.'^
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However, the Basic Law might have been a Httle clearer when it comes

to the rights ofcorporations. Ofcourse, not all the rights in Chapter III of

the Basic Law can apply to corporate entities: the right to vote, freedom

ofmovement, freedom ofconscience, rights to social welfare, freedom of

marriage, etc. We all know businessmen like to conduct their business

affairs using the limited liability company, and there is no reason why

corporations cannot be protected against unlawful search of premises

(Article 29), privacy of communications (Article 30), the right to

confidential legal advice (Article 35), and timely protection oftheir lawful

rights and interests (Article 35).

The fundamental rights laid down in Chapter III apply to "residents"

which "shall include permanent residents and non-permanent resi-

dents." A corporation cannot be a permanent or non-permanent resi-

dent. (A non-permanent resident must, inter alia, be qualified to obtain

a Hong Kong identity card.) However, Article 24 does not exclude every

resident other than permanent residents and non-permanent residents

as therein defined. A good argument can be made that a company incor-

porated in Hong Kong and/or having its central management and control

in Hong Kong is resident in Hong Kong.17 It is a Htde surprising, given the

crucial importance corporations play in the territory's economic life, that

the Basic Law is not a little more forthcoming in this regard.

Corporations and Status

General

It was well over two centuries before the judges in England first recog-

nized the right offoreign corporations to sue in the English courts. ^^ The

basic approach in this matter could scarcely be more simple: ifa corpora-

tion is properly created in accordance with the law of the state of incor-

poration, it will be entitled to recognition under the common law rules.

The status ofsuch corporation, not surprisingly, is governed by the law of

the state of incorporation.19 Entities may be brought into existence

abroad which simply could not be created under the law ofHong Kong.

Here, one may refer briefly to cases in England and Ontario recognizing

the rights of the liquidators of an "indivision," a type of mutual fund

created under the law ofLuxemburg but having no equivalent in England

orOntario.^o

Similarly, if an Ontario corporation has shareholders in Hong Kong,

the liability ofthose shareholders for the debts ofthe corporation will be

governed by the law of Ontario. Likewise, Ontario law would regulate

questions relating to corporate capacity, the interpretation of the
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company's constitution, raising and maintenance of capital, exercise of

directors' powers, as well as dissolution and amalgamation.^^ Yet, despite

the importance attached to the law ofthe state ofincorporation, a foreign

corporation which carries on business activities in Hong Kong is subject

to certain provisions ofHong Kong law.

Every foreign corporation which has a "place of business" in Hong
Kong must comply with Part XI ofthe Companies Ordinance (Cap.32) .^^

A "place of business" is interpreted very broadly; so that it is not neces-

sary to show actual trading in Hong Kong, even a "representative office"

maybe enough to come within Part XI.-3 Part XI requires foreign corpo-

rations to register in Hong Kong and provide information and accounts

to the Registrar ofCompanies. Additionally, foreign corporations with a

place ofbusiness in Hong Kong must register any charges on property in

HongKong.-4

Winding Up
A Hong Kong companymay, ofcourse, bewound up in Hong Kong. What
should not be overlooked, however, is that a foreign corporation may also

be subject to the winding up jurisdiction of the Hong Kong courts. ^5

Foreign corporations have been held to be within the expression "unreg-

istered company" under s.326 ofthe Companies Ordinance. As such, they

can be wound up if the foreign corporation (a) has ceased to carry on

business; or (b) is unable to pay its debts; or (c) it is considered just and

equitable that the corporation bewound up.^^An unregistered company,

which as has been seen includes a foreign corporation, is deemed to be

unable to pay its debts if, inter alia, a creditor owed a sum exceeding

HK$5,ooo has demanded payment thereof, but the company has for three

weeks after service ofthe demand neglected to pay such sum.^7

The winding up jurisdiction in respect to unregistered companies is

remarkably broad and, on its face, would seem to include every foreign

corporation regardless of any connection to Hong Kong. Thus, at one

time the courts held that only a foreign corporation with a branch office

came within the relevant provisions. More recently, it has been estab-

lished that any corporation which has assets in Hong Kongmaybewound
up, regardless of whether it has an office or has carried on business in

Hong Kong.-*^

The presence of assets test can be a most useful weapon in litigation.

Let us say that a Canadian business has been dealing with a prc trading

enterprise and is owed money by the prc entity. If the prc enterprise has

any assets in Hong Kong, e.g., an account in credit at a bank, then that
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enterprise will be subject to the winding up jurisdiction ofthe Hong Kong
courts. This is so even though the parties may have little or no other

connection to Hong Kong. So far there are no reported examples of the

Hong Kong court making a winding up order in respect to a prc corpora-

tion. Nevertheless, the option is available, and the threat ofsuch an order

can undoubtedly be a useful pressure tactic to try to force payment.

Conclusion

Having identified and discussed some of the current issues affecting

status, it is perhaps necessary to step back for a brief moment and

consider the broader context of the development of law in Hong Kong.

Private international law governs the whole field of civil and commercial

relations between parties in different jurisdictions. Currently, Hong
Kong private international law is very much an "international" system.

With a few exceptions, (largely in respect to reciprocal enforcements of

judgments within the Commonwealth^9) Hong Kong law has but one set

of private international law rules. Those same rules apply in all cases,

regardless ofwhether the parties are from Singapore, Canada, Australia,

Mexico, or China. Yet, when Hong Kong becomes a Special

Administrative Region of the prc, it will be somewhat incongruous to

continue to treat the PRC as a wholly foreign country. Just as Canada,

Australia, or the USA have particular inter-state conflicts rules, or as the uk

has adopted special provisions when dealing with EC parties, so too Hong
Kong law must soon consider radical amendment to its conflicts rules to

take account of its own change in status.
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International Civil Proceedings

with Particular Regard to Canada and Hong Kong

M.D. Copithorne

Introduction

As the tempo of business and social interaction across national bound-

aries increases throughout the world, so too does involvement in legal

proceedings touching more than one jurisdiction. The diversity and in

some cases inconsistencies of legal process in various countries, rein-

forced on occasion by a degree of legal xenophobia, have traditionally

limited the interaction between legal jurisdictions, particularly between

the two predominant systems of civil and common law. The bridging

process that has grown up is perhaps most frequently described as inter-

national civil procedure, an elastic term that encompasses a variety of

international legal process.

The mechanisms used in this process fall into three general categories:

local rules (both common law and statute based), bilateral civil proce-

dure conventions (largely a pre-Worid War II phenomenon), and multi-

lateral civil procedure treaties (largely a post-World War II phenome-

non). These legal tools are sometimes viewed as a progression; and yet, in

another sense they are three systems which operate largely indepen-

dently, usually without claiming exclusivity. A quite typical provision in

the multilateral conventions states that they do not derogate from other

arrangements in existence between the parties or those which may come
into existence.

The major source of multilateral treaties on the subject of interna-

tional civil procedure is The Hague Conference on Private International

Law. The Conference is dedicated to the progressive unification ofprivate

international law and has produced numerous multilateral civil proce-

dure treaties. For a status chart ofCanadian and Hong Kong participation

in The Hague Civil Procedure Conventions as ofMay 1991, see Appendix

A. In addition, there are certain regional treaties of significance, particu-

larly those associated with the eec.

International civil procedure is an area ofgrowing international coop-

eration. Its parameters are imprecise and can, for example, be construed

to include subjects such as child abduction. Many excellent books and

handbooks exist on the subject of international civil procedure, and in

many cases they deal with the various topics most comprehensively.- This
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paper makes no claim to such completeness. Rather, its focus will be on

the three topics traditionally viewed as the core of international civil

procedure: the service of documents abroad, the taking of evidence

abroad, and the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments.

More particularly, this paper seeks to examine these and several related

topics within the context ofCanadian and, to a lesser extent. Hong Kong

rules and practice. Its objective is to ascertain the implications, if any, of

the transfer ofHong Kong sovereignty to China in 1997, for existing civil

procedure arrangements as they may apply between Canada and Hong
Kong.

Most ofCanada shares with Hong Kong a common law tradition, and

thus, many of the concepts and specific rules applicable in the two juris-

dictions in international civil procedure matters are similar. On the

Canadian side, an important exception is Quebec with its civil law tradi-

tion and distinctive local rules. Quebec has entered into one bilateral

entente concerning civil procedure, that with France. This paper looks

primarily at the common law based linkages between Canada and Hong
Kong. It would have been more complete iftime and space had permitted

similar treatment being accorded to Quebec's relationships with Hong
Kong.

The Service of Documents Abroad
Jurisdiction

In the common law provinces and territories ofCanada, personal service

is the foundation ofjurisdiction in actions in personam. The jurisdiction

ofthe court ofa province or territory may be invoked as long as the defen-

dant has been personally served with a writ ofsummons or originating

process within the province where it was issued. For the purpose of

service, any territory other than that over which the court has jurisdic-

tion—including other Canadian provinces—is "foreign."

Even temporary presence ofthe defendant within the jurisdiction has

been sufficient, upon personal service, to establish the jurisdiction ofthe

courts.3 However, where there is no relation between the province

concerned and the matter being litigated, it is open to the foreign defen-

dant to seek a stay of proceedings if he/she will suffer some injustice

because the proceedings are oppressive, vexatious, or an abuse ofprocess,

and a stay ofproceedings would not work an injustice upon the plaintiff.

Service ofJudicial Documents Ex Juris: Canadian Rules

Service ex juris, the extension of the court's jurisdiction over absent
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defendants, was not available at common law but was introduced by the

1852 Common Law Procedure Act in England,-^ In Canada, provincial

statutory rules provide for service of a writ of summons or other origi-

nating process exjuris. In some provinces (e.g., Alberta) leave is required

to serve the writ ex juris. The applicant has to satisfy the court that the

subject matter of the action is one which prima facie falls within the

enumerated categories in the rules. Often the applicant has to go further

and demonstrate on the balance of probabilities, that there exists a good

cause ofaction within the enumerated categories in the rules.

In other provinces (e.g., British Columbia) in the majority ofcases, no

prior leave of the court needs to be sought before serving a writ ex juris.

Service ofthe writ may be made as of right, as long as the subject matter

ofthe action falls within one ofthe enumerated categories in the rules. In

such cases the defendant may apply to a British Columbia court for an

order setting aside the service on the grounds that the subject matter of

the action is not one which clearly falls within the enumerated categories

set out in the rules.

The Hague ServiceAbroad Convention

The Hague Convention of15 November 1965 on the Service ofJudicial and

Extrajudicial Documents in Civil and Commercial Matters (The Hague

Service Convention) came into force for Canada on 1 May 1989.5 The

Convention was extended to Hong Kongby the United Kingdom, coming
into force 19 July 1970. The Convention, a product of The Hague

Conference on Private International Law, creates a regime for the service

of judicial or extrajudicial documents in civil or commercial matters in

states party to the Convention. The phrase "civil or commercial" is not

defined in the Convention, but generally the practice in common law

jurisdictions has been that anything that is not criminal is civil or

commercial. A recent decision of the House of Lords in re Norway's

Application (Nos. 1 & 2)^ shows this to be the case, where Lord Goff

remarked at page 806:

I have no doubt, under English law.. .proceedings in any civil matter

should include all proceedings other than criminal proceedings, and

proceedings in any commercial matter should be treated as falling within

proceedings in civil matters.

Civil law jurisdictions, however, exclude administrative matters from

the category of civil or commercial. "Judicial" documents are those

issued in the course of civil or commercial litigation which under the law
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of the forum state must be served on the opposite party or other persons

concerned. This would not include documents issued by an administra-

tive tribunal or agency. "Extrajudicial" documents are those not directly

connected with a lawsuit but the issuance ofwhich, nevertheless, requires

the intervention ofan "authority or judicial officer"

According to the preamble of The Hague Service Convention, the

purpose is:

(a) to establish a system that brings actual notice of the document to be

served to the recipient in sufficient time to enable him/her to defend

him/herself;

(b) to simplify the method of service ofjudicial documents issued by the

courts of the state of origin in the state of execution; and

(c) to facilitate proof that service has been effected abroad/

The Convention attempts to bring uniformity to the service of docu-

ments in civil and commercial matters. Even within common law juris-

dictions, local laws regarding service vary. The Convention does not

purport to affect existing laws of service in contracting states, and it does

not derogate from any other international agreements that contracting

states may have entered into regarding matters governed by the

Convention.

8

The Convention provides for the establishment of "central authori-

ties" by contracting states to act as receiving agents for requests for service

from other contracting states. It makes mandatory the use of model

forms for the transmission of requests and for the return of executed

requests.

The central authority has either to serve the documents itself or

arrange to have them served by an appropriate agency. In federal states,

such as Canada, there can be several central authorities. The Department

of External Affairs in Ottawa and the provincial Departments of Justice

are designated as central authorities. In Hong Kong, the central author-

ity is the Chief Secretary.

Service ofForeign Judicial Documents in Canada: Treaty States and

Non Treaty States

In addition to The Hague Service Convention procedure, there are two

other potential routes—that of requests for service originating in states

with which Canada has a bilateral treaty regarding legal proceedings in

civil and commercial matters, and that ofrequests for service originating

in states with which Canada has no treaty relationship. Between 1928 and
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1939 Canada entered nineteen bilateral treaties regarding proceedings in

civil and commercial matters.9 All ofthese treaties are with civil lawcoun-

tries, eighteen in Europe and one in the Middle East. These treaties cover

both service abroad and the taking ofevidence abroad. The procedures in

the treaties are not always mandatory. Generally, they specify the mini-

mum information required. In the case of service, the documents are

transmitted to the Deputy Attorney General in the appropriate province,

either by the foreign diplomatic mission in Canada or by the Department

of External Affairs, should it have received the initial request for service.

They are then served according to local rules ofprocedure.

Where The Hague Service Convention is not applicable and where

there is no bilateral treaty relationship, service is accomplished by way of

a letter of request from a party forwarded direct to the sheriff, baOiff, or

other process server where the service is to be effected.

Hong Kong Practice

Common law concepts of personal service operate in both Hong Kong

and much ofCanada. Under Order 11 of the Rules of the Supreme Court

ofHong Kong, service exjurisis generally limited to countries with which

there is a bilateral civil procedure convention, to signatories ofThe Hague

Service Convention, to cases in which service will be effected by the

receiving government, and to cases in which service can be effected by a

British consular official without offense to the laws ofthe receiving coun-

try. 1°

Canada and Hong Kong
As between Canada and Hong Kong, the service exjuris c^n be achieved

under the local rules in each place, and since 1989 it can also be achieved

under The Hague Service Convention. It is not known to what extent liti-

gants are now taking advantage of the latter procedure; but assuming it

grows in popularity, the question then is whether Hong Kong's partici-

pation in The Hague Service Convention will survive 1997. This will be

discussed below.

The Taking of Evidence Abroad
Judicial Assistance; International Comity

One way that courts are afforded judicial assistance is by the provision of

foreign evidence (either testimony or the production of documents) for

use in their proceedings. Letters of request (or letters rogatory) are the

expression by the courts of their request for this assistance. The principle
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underlying the request, as well as its enforcement, is international comity,

a concept often defined as the deference shown by a state's courts to the

courts and laws ofanother state. Canadian courts have decided that in the

interests ofcomity, foreign requests for judicial assistance are to be given

full force and effect wherever possible." While reciprocity is a key

element, the Ontario Court of Appeal has said that "...the comity of

nations upon which international legal assistance rests does not require

precise reciprocity."'-

The Taking ofEvidence in Canada

As has been mentioned, Canada is a party to a number of bilateral

conventions governing civil procedure. Generally under these treaties,

letters of request should be drawn up in the language of the authority to

whom the request is addressed or be accompanied by a certified transla-

tion. Letters ofrequest are to state the nature ofthe proceedings for which

the evidence is required and the full names of descriptions of the

witnesses. Letters ofrequest should also be accompanied by a list of inter-

rogatories and a certified translation ofthose interrogatories, or a request

that the competent authorities allow the questions to be asked viva voce if

desired. Evidence may be taken in accordance with the procedure recog-

nized by the law ofthe state of origin. Any compulsory powers which are

to be used by the executing authority will be governed by local laws of

procedure. The treaties also provide a right to counsel for those exam-

ined.

Where no convention exists between Canada and the requesting state,

an application for an order to have evidence taken in Canada may be

made either under the Canada Evidence Act^^ (criminal and civil matters)

or under the appropriate provincial Evidence AcP-^ (civil matters).

Usually, a local lawyer will make an application for an order to obtain the

testimony of a witness within the jurisdiction of the court, and have

himselfappointed commissioner for that purpose. The production of all

kinds of documents may be ordered, and the appointed commissioner

will have all the necessary powers to compel the attendance ofthe witness

and production ofthe documents.

Generally, the foreign applicant first establishes that under the rules of

its own jurisdiction, the requesting court has the power to direct the

taking of evidence in a foreign jurisdiction, and also that it is unable to

obtain the evidence in question without the assistance of the requested

court.'' In the absence of evidence to the contrary, the foreign order will
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be presumed to be regular and in accordance with the rules in the request-

ing jurisdiction.^^

The following have been enunciated by Canadian courts as the essen-

tial elements ofany request for the taking of evidence:i7

(a) that the letter of request constitutes a formal request from a court in a

foreign jurisdiction to a Canadian court;

(b) that the discovery sought is not against an individual who is not party

to the litigation, in violation of local rules of procedure;^^

(c) that the foreign court is a court ofcompetent jurisdiction before which

the matter is pending (not an administrative tribunal);i9

(d) that the foreign court is desirous of obtaining testimony from

witnesses within the local jurisdiction; and

(e) that the evidence to be taken will be used in the foreign trial and not for

discovery or in order to determine whether it is sufficient to support the

initiation of a foreign action. ^°

The court may go behind the recitals in a letter of request and engage

in an inquiry which may include a review of the foreign proceedings. ^^

The following are questions the court may consider:"

(a) has the evidence sought been identified?;

(b) is the evidence relevant to a substantial issue in dispute between the

litigants?;

(c) is it necessary to obtain the evidence in the manner proposed?;

(d) is there a reasonable likelihood that the evidence will be obtained in the

manner proposed?;

(e) does the applicant have a bonafide intention to use the evidence at trial

if it is obtained?; and

(f) that the granting of an order will not place the person to be examined

in the position ofhaving to commit an offence to comply with the order.^3

The requested court cannot decide the relevancy or admissibility of

the evidence to be adduced; that is a function which belongs to the foreign

trial court.'4 Letters of request will not be enforced if to do so would be

contrary to the public policy or at the expense ofjustice to the citizens of

the requested state.-5 Further, no witness is required to undergo a broader

form of inquiry than would be the case if the litigation were being

conducted locally. ^^^ It should be noted that unlike some states, in Canada

there are no prohibitive rules concerning voluntary evidence, and in such

cases a court order is not required.
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The Hague Evidence Convention

The Hague Convention of 18 March 1970 on the Taking of Evidence

Abroad (The Hague Evidence Convention) is a further product of The

Hague Conference on Private International Law. According to its pream-

ble, its broad purpose is:^7

(a) the further improvement of the existing system of Letters of Request

(set out in The Hague Conventions on Civil Procedure of 1905 and 1954);

(b) enlarging the means for the taking of evidence by increasing the

powers of consuls and by introducing, on a limited basis, the Anglo-

American concept ofa court-appointed commissioner; and

(c) preserving all existing more favourable and less restrictive practices

resulting from internal law or practice, or from bilateral or multilateral

conventions.

The drafters of the Convention intended to devise methods of taking

evidence abroad which "should be both acceptable to the state of execu-

tion and utilizable in the courts of the state of origin."^* Canada is

currently proceeding to make the necessary internal arrangements for

accession to The Hague Evidence Convention.

The Convention applies to civil or commercial matters, and the

comments relating to those terms in The Hague Service Convention are

applicable to The Hague Evidence Convention. In many other respects

The Hague Evidence Convention parallels The Hague Service

Convention.

The Hague Evidence Convention contains mandatory provisions

concerning the contents of letters of request. One such requirement is

that all items of information to be supplied are to be contained in the

letter of request itself. Letters of request are to be written in the language

ofthe state ofexecution or be accompanied by a certified translation into

that language. There is now also a recommended form for letters of

request for use in conjunction with the Convention.

The general rule contained in the Convention is that the state ofexecu-

tion will execute the letter of request in conformity with its own internal

procedures as ifthe matter were domestic litigation. This is usually done

by the court appointing a special commissioner to execute the letter of

request. There is an obligation on the state of execution to follow any

"special method ofprocedure" specified in the letter ofrequest. This does

not apply, however, where

(a) to do so would be incompatible with the internal law of the state of
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execution; or

(b) it is impossible of performance by reason of the state's internal prac-

tice and procedure or by reason of practical difficulties.

HongKong Practice

Sections 75-77 ofthe Evidence Ordinance (Cap. 8) set out the Hong Kong
regime for the taking ofevidence on behalf of foreign courts. The proce-

dure is amplified in Order 70 ofthe Rules ofthe Supreme Court (Supreme

Court Ordinance-Cap. 4). Leave is required which is normally sought

through an expartemotion. The Crown Solicitor will make such an appli-

cation where the Chief Secretary states that effect should be given to the

request without requiring the appearance ofthe agent ofany party to the

foreign proceedings, or where the Registrar of the Supreme Court

receives a request pursuant to a civil procedure convention.

The United Kingdom is a party to The Hague Evidence Convention

and extended it to Hong Kong where it took effect 22 August 1978. The

Registrar of the Supreme Court has been designated as the appropriate

competent authority. The United Kingdom made a declaration under

Article 18 to the effect that a foreign diplomatic or consular official could

apply to the designated competent authority for assistance to obtain

evidence by compulsion. A similar declaration was made for all British

territories to which the Convention had been extended, except Hong
Kong. The effect of this is that it is not open to a foreign consular official

in Hong Kong, representing a state party to The Hague Evidence

Convention, to apply for assistance to obtain evidence by compulsion. A
parallel United Kingdom declaration under Article 16, concerning the

waiving of permission for the taking of evidence on a non-compulsory

basis by diplomatic and consular officers, was extended to Hong Kong.

Canada and Hong Kong
As between Canada and Hong Kong then, both jurisdictions have provi-

sions in their domestic rules for the taking ofevidence for use in a foreign

tribunal. In addition, when Canada becomes a party to The Hague

Evidence Convention, an additional channel will become available,

subject ofcourse to provision being made for Hong Kong's participation

in the Convention to continue beyond 1997.

Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Judgments
The recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments are more sensi-

tive topics than either service abroad or the taking ofevidence abroad. To
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begin with, states have a tendency to protect themselves against the intru-

sion offoreign judgments. Thus, the concept ofjudicial assistance has not

encompassed requests for the recognition and enforcement of foreign

judgments. Moreover, the topic is not covered in the pre-World War II

bilateral civil procedure treaties, and the post-War Hague Convention of

1 February 1971 on Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Judgments

in Civil and Commercial Matters^9 has attracted very few parties. In

short, enforcement of foreign judgments is an area in which states have

found it appropriate to invest their own courts with a supervising author-

ity.

Common Law ofRecognition and Enforcement ofForeign Judgments

Generally a judgment in personam of a. foreign court ofcompetent juris-

diction is capable of recognition and enforcement in the common law

provinces and territories of Canada. In order for this to happen, the

foreign court must be held to have had jurisdiction according to

Canadian conflict oflaws rules.3o

There are several conditions which go to the recognition ofcompetent

jurisdiction. The first of these is the residence or presence of the defen-

dant in the territory. In Canada a foreign court will be found to have juris-

diction if, when the proceedings were commenced (i.e., the writ was

issued), the defendant was resident or physically present within the coun-

try, state, or province ofthe foreign court.31 Ifthe defendant is a corpora-

tion, presence in the foreign territory is established if it can be shown that

when proceedings were commenced, the corporation was "carrying on

business" in that territory.32

The second of these conditions is the submission of the defendant to

the jurisdiction of the foreign court. There is implicit submission when
the defendant chose the forum33 (e.g., where he was the plaintiff in the

foreign action where judgment was rendered against him) or where he

voluntarily appeared in the foreign action.34A voluntary appearancemay
take the form of appearing and pleading to the merits of the action,

appearing to contest the jurisdiction of the court,35 or appearing to

protect property from seizure.36 There may also be explicit submission

by way of an exclusive jurisdiction clause in the contract on which the

action is brought37 or where the defendant has expressly agreed to accept

service of process in the foreign jurisdiction. Any such agreement to

submit to the jurisdiction of the foreign court will not be implied by an

enforcing court: it must be express.38

A judgment pronounced by a foreign court ofcompetent jurisdiction
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is enforceable in Canada if it satisfies certain conditions: (1) that it is for a

definite sum of money (not for taxes or penalties); (2) that it is final and

conclusive;39 (3 ) that it was not obtained by fraud;4o and (4) that to recog-

nize or enforce it would not be contrary to public policy.41

Canadian Reciprocal Enforcement ofJudgments Acts

Every common law province and territory in Canada also has a statutory

scheme providing for the enforcement of foreign judgments.^^ These

schemes take the form of registration and are based on reciprocity. They

provide that when a foreign judgment in a reciprocating jurisdiction has

been made, the judgment creditor may, within six years of the date of

judgment, apply to the Supreme Court of the province for an order that

the judgment be registered. The order for registration may be made ex

partewhere the judgment debtor was either served personally in the orig-

inal action or in some way submitted to the jurisdiction of the original

court. In some provinces there is a requirement that before an order for

registration will be made ex parte, the time for appeal must have expired,

or there must be no appeal pending, or any appeal which was made must

have been dismissed. Where the conditions for making an ex parte order

for registration have not been met, reasonable notice of the application

for registration must be given to the judgment debtor.

Once a court makes an order for registration, the foreign judgment is

entered as a judgment ofthat court. From the date of registration, it is of

the same force and effect as if it were a judgment ofthe registering court.

Conventions on the Recognition and Enforcement ofForeign Judgments

The Hague Conference on Private International Law prepared The

Hague Convention of 1 February 1971 on Recognition and Enforcement

of Foreign Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters (The Hague

Recognition and Enforcement Convention).43 Neither Canada nor the

United Kingdom are parties to this Convention. This Convention's scope

excludes matters of family law, succession, bankruptcy, social security

and questions relating to damage or injury in nuclear matters, and deci-

sions for the payment ofany customs duty, tax, or penalty. As ofJune 1991,

although in force, only three states had ratified the Convention. 44

There are other conventions in this field which may become of more

importance. The 1968 E.E.C. Brussels Convention on the Jurisdiction and

Enforcement of Judgments regulates these matters within Europe. Only

EEC members are parties; thus, neither Canada nor Hong Kong are

parties. In 1988 the EEC and the efta countries concluded the Lugano
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Convention on Jurisdiction and Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and

Commercial Matters.45 It has yet to be ratified by the required number of

states to bring it into force. The purpose of the Lugano Convention, as

stated in the Preamble, is to "determine the international jurisdiction of

the courts of the contracting states, and to facilitate recognition and

introduce an expeditious procedure for securing enforcement of judg-

ments, authentic instruments and court settlements." Interestingly, the

Lugano Convention contemplates accession by non- EEC, non-EFTA states

with consent.

Bilateral Conventions

Canada has one bilateral convention on the recognition and enforcement

of judgments, that with the United Kingdom of 1984.46 The purpose of

this convention is to simplify procedures for the reciprocal enforcement

ofjudgments between the two countries, and to limit the applicability of

The Brussels Convention in the matter of enforcing in the United

Kingdom judgments rendered against Canadians in other eec countries

on the basis of so called "exorbitant" assumptions of jurisdiction.47 The

implementing United Kingdom Order-in-Council extends Part I of the

Foreign Judgments (Reciprocal Enforcement) Acfof1933 to Canadian judg-

ments.48

The Order-in-Council makes no reference to Hong Kong, but it

should be noted that Cap. 319 (see below) is the Hong Kong expression of

the 1933 United Kingdom Foreign Judgments (Reciprocal Enforcement)

Act, even to the extent that some definitions used in that Acfare borrowed

from and are referred directly to in s.2{i) of Cap. 319. As for the 1984

Convention between the United Kingdom and Canada, it could be

extended only to those British territories to which the Brussels

Convention could be applied, which would not include Hong Kong.

Hong Kong Practice

The practice in Hong Kong with regard to the recognition and enforce-

ment of foreign judgments is very similar to that in Canada. In Hong

Kong foreign judgments may be enforced either under the common law

or pursuant to the statutory registration schemes contained in two ordi-

nances: the Judgment (Facilities for Enforcement) Ordinance (Cap. 9),

and the Foreign Judgments (Reciprocal Enforcement) Ordinance (Cap.

319). Reference should also be made to Order 71 of the Rules of the

Supreme Court ofHong Kong (Cap. 4).

Cap. 9 provides specifically for registration in the Supreme Court of
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Hong Kong by a judgment creditor of any judgment of a superior court

in the United Kingdom. This Ordinance could be extended to recipro-

cating Commonwealth jurisdictions, and it has been to a large number

but apparently not to any Canadian jurisdictions. Cap. 319 was intended

to apply to foreign, i.e., non-Commonwealth, jurisdictions, but in line

with the trend to do away with separate Commonwealth regimes, it has

increasingly been applied to Commonwealth countries as well. It has not

been extended to any Canadian jurisdictions. The registration proce-

dures ofthese Ordinances and the results under them are essentially iden-

tical to those under the statutory schemes in the common law provinces

and territories ofCanada.

In Hong Kong as in Canada, by virtue ofthe common law, a judgment

creditor is entitled to bring a fresh action upon a foreign judgment. A
foreign judgment will be entitled to recognition and enforcement in

Hong Kong if it is a judgment in personam for a definite sum of money

(not taxes or penalties) and the foreign court had the jurisdiction to make

the judgment. The two grounds for competent jurisdiction are the resi-

dence or physical presence of the defendant in the foreign territory in

which the judgment was obtained and the submission ofthe defendant to

that foreign jurisdiction. At common law and under the Ordinances, the

judgment must be final and conclusive as between the parties.49

Cap. 319 provides that a foreign judgment shall be deemed to be final

and conclusive notwithstanding that there may be an appeal pending

against it or that the time allowed for appeal may not have expired. In an

important recent case, a judgment creditor attempted to enforce an

Oregon judgment in Hong Kong by way of a fresh action.50 An order for

summaryjudgment was obtained. This was appealed on the grounds that

the judgment creditor had failed to prove that the Oregon judgment was

final and conclusive and that the judgment debtor was entitled to a set-off

against the creditor's claim. The Hong Kong High Court held that since

the judgment debtor had referred to the Oregon judgment as "final" in

his own pleadings and there was no evidence to the contrary, the judg-

ment was final and conclusive. The court also held that the defense ofset-

off was an attempt to impeach the Oregon judgment, which was not

possible. The court dismissed the appeal and entered the judgment

against the judgment debtor.

Canada and Hong Kong
At the present time the recognition and enforcement of judgments

between Canada and Hong Kong have to be effected through common
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law procedures. The respective statutory schemes have not been extended

by either side to the other. There is no apparent explanation for this, other

than perhaps the absence of a demand for it from the legal profession.

Looking to 1997, an adoption of the laws process is under way which is

likely to maintain the broad scheme of Hong Kong's present arrange-

ments.

Foreign ArbitralAwards

There are arbitration Acts in all the common law provinces and territo-

ries of Canada.51 These statutes vary on some points, but at a minimum
they include provisions regarding the validity of the submission (the

written agreement to submit present or future differences to arbitration),

the power of the court to assist in the implementation of the arbitration

(by staying court proceedings where there is a submission), and the

enforcement of a domestic award in the same way as a judgment or order

to the same effect.

The same Canadian statutory schemes, which cover the recognition

and enforcement offoreign moneyjudgments byway ofregistration, also

cover foreign arbitral awards as long as those awards are enforceable in

the same manner as a judgment given by a court in that jurisdiction. As is

required for the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments

under reciprocal enforcement statutes, the jurisdiction in which the

foreign award was obtained must have been declared to be a reciprocat-

ing jurisdiction.

In Hong Kong, Cap. 9 provides for the enforcement offoreign arbitral

awards in the same manner as foreign judgments. Foreign arbitral awards

may also be enforced by registration under the Arbitration Ordinance

(Cap. 341).

Both Canada and Hong Kong are parties to the New York Convention

on Recognition and Enforcement ofForeign Arbitral Awards.?^A foreign

arbitral award for which enforcement is sought under this Convention

will be enforced unless:53

(a) the person against whom it is being enforced establishes that it or any

other party to the arbitration agreement was under a legal incapacity;

(b) the arbitration agreement was invalid;

(c) proper notice ofthe arbitration proceedings and arbitrator(s) was not

given, or the party was not given a full opportunity to present its case to the

arbitration panel;
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(d) the award falls outside the "terms ofsubmission," or the composition

of the arbitral tribunal was improper; or

(e) the award has not become final or has been set aside or suspended by

an appropriate court.

Moreover, both Hong Kong and most Canadian jurisdictions have

adopted the uncitral Model Law ofArbitration, which also provides for

the enforcement of foreign arbitral awards.

Foreign Maintenance Orders

While at common law a final judgment or order for spousal or child

maintenance is enforceable as long as it has been made by a foreign court

of competent jurisdiction, the process of enforcing such foreign judg-

ments is time consuming and expensive. Each of the common law

provinces and territories ofCanada have enacted reciprocal enforcement

ofmaintenance orders legislation to facilitate the enforcement ofspousal

or child maintenance orders made in reciprocating states.54 Such a

legislative scheme is in place in Hong Kong as well, in the form of the

Maintenance Order (Reciprocal Enforcement) Ordinance (Cap. 188). 55

Generally, such legislation covers both a final order, one where the

court making the order has jurisdiction over the respondent when the

order is made, and a provisional order, where the Court does not have

jurisdiction over the respondent when making the order. If the respon-

dent resides in a reciprocating state, the order maybe registered there and

enforced as if it had been made in that state.

Such legislation typically provides for several alternative approaches:

(1) the registration of final orders made by courts in reciprocating states

where the respondent has become a resident of the registering state; (2)

the confirmation of provisional orders made in reciprocating states; and

(3) the making of provisional orders against individuals resident in

reciprocating states, for confirmation by the courts ofthose states.

As with other reciprocal enforcement ofjudgments legislation, the key

to the operation of these legislative schemes is reciprocity. This is usually

done by regulation or Order-in-Council once the governments are

satisfied that conditions of sufficient reciprocity exist. At present, the

provinces of British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba have

declared Hong Kong to be a reciprocating state, and Hong Kong has, in

turn, designated those three provinces to be reciprocating states. Being a

scheme based on reciprocal legislation rather than on international

agreement, the existing arrangements should not be affected by 1997.
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Hong Kong and the Impact of 1997

As has been noted, both The Hague Service Abroad Convention and The

Hague Evidence Convention were extended to Hong Kong by the United

Kingdom. For its part, the People's RepubUc ofChina is a member ofThe

Hague Conference and has very recently acceded to The Hague Service

Convention. With regard to The Hague Evidence Convention, the ques-

tion arises, as it does in the case of other multilateral conventions which

currently apply to Hong Kong but to which the prc is not a party, as to

how Hong Kong's participation can be maintained. Should the prc

become a party by 1997, then the problem disappears. That, of course,

would be the simplest solution. Should it not, then there would seem to

be at least two other courses of action. The United Kingdom might reach

agreement with the prc under which the latter would apply various

Hague Conventions to the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.

Such an agreement could then be circulated to states party to the

Conventions with a period specified for objections. It seems unlikely

there would be any objections. Finally, the Agreement could be registered

with the United Nations. A totally different solution would be for the prc

simply to make a unilateral declaration that the Conventions would be

applied in Hong Kong. This should be accompanied, ideally, by some

process by which states parties would give their consent, explicit or

implicit.

A seemingly more difficult situation arises in the case of the enforce-

ment of judgments because of the absence of effective multilateral

arrangements. The United Kingdom has a number of bilateral agree-

ments which have been extended to Hong Kong, and there are reciprocal

enforcement regimes in effect—but, as has been noted, not with

Canadian jurisdictions. For a variety of reasons, the bilateral agreement

route may be the most appropriate in this area. The straight forward solu-

tion would be for Hong Kong to be duly authorized by the United

Kingdom to conclude bilateral agreements, which the prc would

authorize to continue in force for the Hong Kong Special Administrative

Region, as envisaged in Section 3, Annex 1 ofthe Joint Declaration.

Conclusion

Cooperation among states in the field of international civil procedure is

clearly a patchwork of domestic bilateral and multilateral rules. In

general, the trend appears to be towards multilateral regimes, a trend that

is admittedly more pronounced on some topics than on others.

In the context of the Canada-Hong Kong relationship, there are areas
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of international civil procedure that could usefully be expanded now,

particularly in the case of reciprocal legislative schemes that for one

reason or another have not been extended or not widely extended

between Hong Kong and Canadian jurisdictions. More importantly,

however, looking to 1997, Hong Kong will have to have in place arrange-

ments with its principle partners at least, that carry over at a minimum its

existing network of civil procedure arrangements. That it should be able

to do so is clearly set out in the Joint-Declaration. Only the mechanics

have to be defined. However, time is pressing and progress in the Joint

Liaison Group seems to be painfully slow. Some new approach may be

needed to ensure that all the appropriate arrangements can be put in

place by 1 July 1997.
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Appendix A

The Hague Conference on Private International Law

Status Chart on Canadian and Hong Kong Participation in The

Hague Civil Procedure Conventions as ofMay 1991

81

Convention

Canadian Hong Kong

Participation Participation

Convention Abolishing the

Requirements of Legalization of

Foreign Public Documents (1961)

Convention on The Conflict of

Laws Relating to the Form of

Testamentary Dispositions (1961)

Convention on The Service Abroad

of Judicial and Extrajudicial

Documents in Civil and

Commercial Matters (1965)

Convention on the Taking of

Evidence Abroad in Civil and

Commercial Matters(i97o)

Convention on the Recognition of

Divorce and Legal Separations (1971)

Convention on the Civil Aspects of

International Child Abduction (1980)

Convention on the Law ofTrusts and

on Their Recognition (1985)

Convention on the Law Applicable to

Succession to the Estates of

Deceased Persons (1988)

Under

consideration

Party

Under

consideration

Party

Signed but

not ratified

Under

consideration

Party

Party

Party

Party

Party

Party
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Appendix B

States with which Canada has a civil procedure convention

Austria
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Finland

France

Germany

Greece

Hungary

Iraq

Italy

Netherlands

Norway

Poland

Portugal

Spain

Sweden

Turkey

Yugoslavia

1935 C.T.S.

1928 C.T.S

1928 C.T.S,

1936 C.T.S,

1936 C.T.S,

1928 C.T.S,

1935 C.T.S.

1938 C.T.S,

1939 C.T.S

1938 C.T.S

1935 C.T.S.

1936 C.T.S

1935 C.T.S.

1935 C.T.S.

1935 C.T.S.

1935 C.T.S.

1935 C.T.S.

1935 C.T.S.

1939 C.T.S

, No. 16

.,No.i6

.,No.i7

,No.4

,No.5

, No. 15

, No. 11

, No. 11

,, No. 6

, No. 12

, No. 14

,, No. 2

, No. 15

, No. 18

, No. 17

, No. 12

, No. 13

, No. 19

., No. 4

Appendix C

List of Provincial Evidence Acts

Alberta, R.S.A. 1980, c. A-21

British Columbia, R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 116

Manitoba, R.S.M. 1987, c. E150

Newfoundland, R.S.N. 1970, c. 115

New Brunswick, R.S.N.B. 1973, c. E-11

Northwest Territories, R.O.N.W.T. 1974, c. E-4

Nova Scotia, R.S.N.S. 1989, c. 154

Ontario, R.S.O., c. 145

Prince Edward Island, R.S.P.E.I., 1974, c. E-io

Saskatchewan, R.S.S. 1978, c. S-16

Yukon Territory, R.S.Y.T. 1986, c. 57
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Appendix D

List ofProvincial Enforcement ofJudgments Acts

Alberta, R.SA. 1980, c. R-6

British Columbia R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 75

Manitoba, R.S.M. 1987, c. J-20

Newfoundland, R.S.N. 1970, c. 327

New Brunswick, R.S.N.B. 1973, c. R-3

North West Territories, R.O.N.W.T. 1974, c. R-i

Nova Scotia, S.N.S. 1973, c. 13

Ontario, R.S.0. 1980, c. 432

Prince Edward Island, R.S.RE. 1. 1974, c. R-7

Saskatchewan, R.S.S. 1978, c. R-3

Yukon Territory, R.S.Y.T. 1986, c. 146

Appendix E

List ofProvincial Arbitration Acts

Alberta, R.S.A. 1980, c. A-43

British Columbia, S.B.C. 1986, c. 3

Manitoba, R.S.M. 1970, c. A-120

New Brunswick, R.S.N.B. 1973, c. A-10

Newfoundland, R.S.N. 1970, c. 187

North West Territories, R.O.N.W.T. 1974, c. A-4

Nova Scotia, R.S.N. S. 1989, c. 19

Ontario, R.S.0. 1980, c. 25

Prince Edward Island, R.S.RE. 1. 1974, c. A-14

Saskatchewan, R.S.S. 1978, c. A-24

Yukon Territory, C.O.Y.T. 1976, c. A-2
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Appendix F

List of Provincial Reciprocal Enforcement of

Maintenance Orders Acts

Alberta, R.S.A. 1980, c. R- 7.1

British Columbia, R.S.B.C. 1979, c. 121

Manitoba, R.S.M. 1987, c. M-20

Newfoundland, R.S.N. 1970, c. 224

New Brunswick, R.S.N. B. 1973, c. R-4

North West Territories, R.O.N.W.T. 1974, c. M-4

Nova Scotia, S.N.S. 1983, c. 7

Ontario, S.0. 1982, c. 9

Prince Edward Island, S.P.E.1. 1983, c. 39

Saskatchewan, S.S. 1983, c. R-4.1

Yukon Territory, S.Y.T. 1980 (1st), c. 25

Appendix G

List ofHong Kong Ordinances referred to in this paper

Cap. 4 Supreme Court Ordinance (includes Supreme Court Rules)

Cap. 8 Evidence Ordinance

Cap. 9 Judgments (Facilities for Enforcement) Ordinance

Cap. 188 Maintenance (Reciprocal Enforcement) Ordinance

Cap. 319 Foreign Judgments (Reciprocal Enforcement) Ordinance

Cap. 341 Arbitration Ordinance



Extradition Between Hong Kong and Canada: Post-1997

Janice Brabyn

The numbers of persons extradited from Hong Kong to Canada or vice

versa have so far not been large, for example, only one each way since

January ofthis year. As Canada's Asian population increases, extradition

between Hong Kong and Canada can also be expected to grow. However,

this must be subject to the resolution of a major uncertainty common to

all ofHong Kong's extradition relationships: will extradition from or to

Hong Kong be a legal/practical possibility after 1 July 1997? It is the possi-

ble resolution of this uncertainty which is the focus of this paper.

Extradition may be defined as a formal process for the surrender of

fugitives, convicted or accused, from the jurisdiction of refuge to the

jurisdiction of trial for the purpose of punishment or prosecution. It

requires at least a legal power to surrender (extradite) on the part of the

jurisdiction ofrefuge.A legal power to request surrender offugitives from

other jurisdictions is an invariable correlate. In practice, the existence of

reciprocal obligations is almost always insisted upon as well.

The Present

Hong Kong's current legal powers to surrender fugitives to other juris-

dictions are provided by the Fugitive Offenders (Hong Kong) Order

1967,1 which governs extradition to and from jurisdictions within the

Commonwealth, including Canada;- Schedule 1 of the Extradition Act

198913 the Extradition (Hong Kong) Ordinance 1875, a strictly adminis-

trative ordinance passed pursuant to section 18 of the Extradition Act

1870 and to be read as part of the Extradition Act in Hong Kong;4 and the

Chinese Extradition Ordinance 1889.5 The power to request the surren-

der of fugitives to Hong Kong by other jurisdictions is an aspect of the

prerogative delegated to the Governor of Hong Kong.<^ Reciprocal

obligations exist by virtue ofdesignation orders made under the Fugitive

Offenders (Hong Kong) Order 1967, cited above, and a large number of

United Kingdom bilateral and multilateral treaties embodied in various

Orders in Council applicable to Hong Kong.7

The Problem
It is evident from the above that, apart from the now obsolete Chinese

85
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Extradition Ordinance 1889, Hong Kong's present extradition powers

and relations are all direct consequences of, and dependent upon, its

colonial status. Loss of that colonial status would mean loss of present

extradition powers and relations as well. This need not cause concern if

something is done which enables the present powers and relations to be

carried forward into the new era, or at least comparable extradition

powers and relations will be inherited from the prc, or a completely new

set ofcomparable extradition powers and relations can and will be substi-

tuted.

"Carrying forward," the solution to similar problems adopted by

many ex-colonies emerging into independent statehood, is not an option

for Hong Kong. It is clear from both the Joint Declaration and the Basic

Law that United Kingdom legislation of any kind will not continue in

force in the Hong Kong sar.^ The Hong Kong sar will not become a

member of the Commonwealth of Nations and so cannot expect to

benefit from designation by participants in the Commonwealth Fugitive

Offenders Scheme 1966. Neither the prc nor the hksar will succeed to the

United Kingdom treaties.

Inheritance from the PRC is also unsatisfactory. China has ratified

several multilateral conventions containing "extradite or prosecute"

options,9 but has no bilateral extradition treaties. Consequently, the

extradition relations which the Hong Kong sar may inherit from the prc

are limited. Inheritance of extradition powers also presents a difficulty.

China does not currently have any extradition statute or other written

extradition law. Although prc law apparently treats the previously

mentioned multilateral treaties as self-executing and, hence, a sufficient

basis for extradition in themselves, present Hong Kong law, and in this

respect also the future law ofthe hksar, demands a statutory basis for any

lawful power to extradite. 1° Neither common law nor executive preroga-

tive is sufficient.

There remains the option of substitution of a new set of extradition

powers and relations, either independently or with the authority and

assistance of the United Kingdom and/or the prc. It is this option which

is explored below.

A New Extradition Order for the hksar?

The creation of extradition relations with foreign jurisdictions is essen-

tially the exercise oftreaty making power traditionally regarded as one of

the preserves and privileges of independent sovereignty. Even the power

to surrender persons lawfully within a jurisdiction into the custody of a
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foreign jurisdiction is not normally enjoyed by less than sovereign enti-

ties. If Hong Kong (British Overseas Territory) is to acquire powers to

grant extradition and create extradition relations before 1997, the

authorization and cooperation of the United Kingdom is needed. Only

the UK can ensure that the territory has the legal power to enact its own
extradition legislation before 1997, make its own surrender decisions and

applications without interference, and negotiate extradition arrange-

ments with other jurisdictions on its own behalf. Ifthe Hong Kong sar is

to enjoy similar benefits after 1 luly 1997, the prc must likewise concede

these powers to the future hksar, preferably by means of express provi-

sion within the Basic Law but perhaps otherwise. At the very least,

compatibility between the grant of such powers and the Basic Law is

required.

Has this or will this be done? Four preliminary questions must be

answered.

1. Does Hong Kong have the legal power to enact its own extradition legis-

lation now?

We know that Hong Kong's present extradition powers are given by

Imperial legislation and orders, but need this necessarily have been so?

The Governor, "by and with the advice of the Legislative Council, may

make laws for the peace, order, and good government of" Hong Kong."

This very broad grant oflegislative power is subject to four external limi-

tations: repugnancy to an Act of the United Kingdom Parliament

applicable to Hong Kong or to any subordinate legislation made under

the authority ofsuch an Act;i^ repugnancy to the Letters Patent;i3 repug-

nancy to non-statutory Orders in Council applicable to the territory;i4

exclusion as subject matter of those aspects of the prerogative which are

"attributes inherent in and essential to the Crown's authority in the

colony";i5 as well as its own express boundaries. For completeness, it is

worth noting that some bills must be reserved for the royal assent,'^ and

the Crown reserves the right of disallowance.^7

Of the external limitations, only the first is relevant here. Any local

legislation of a substantial nature would inevitably be repugnant to the

existing Acts of Parliament and statutory Orders in Council already

mentioned.'^ These must be repealed, a power now given to the Governor

of Hong Kong by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative

Council. '9

As to the boundaries ofthe phrase itself, legislation having extraterri-
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torial effect but no "real or substantial relation to"^" the "peace, order and

good government of the colony" is excluded. There are early judicial and

executive statements to the effect that this formula does not permit the

enactment ofextradition legislation by a colonial legislature^' and differ-

ences of opinion as to whether this state of affairs generally prevails.^^

Hov^ever, with respect to Hong Kong, at least in the context of extradi-

tion, the point is academic. As of 27 March 1989 the legislature of Hong

Kong has had the power "...to the extent required in order to give effect to

an international agreement which applied to Hong Kong, and for

connected purposes.. ..(b) [to] make laws having extra-territorial opera-

tion."-3 There is no ultra v/res difficulty, provided the precaution of first

repealing the United Kingdom legislation as it applies to Hong Kong is

taken.

2. Does Hong Kong have the legal power to create extradition relations

with foreign jurisdictions?

As the government of a ceded colony, the government of Hong Kong

only enjoys such powers with respect to Hong Kong as the Crown, either

directly or through Parliament, has seen fit to grant it. A general treaty

making power has never been granted. However, specific powers have

been conferred, for example in the area of air services agreements.

With respect to extradition, the Fugitive Offenders (Hong Kong)

Order gives the Governor power to designate Commonwealth states to

which the Order will apply, but only subject to the approval ofthe United

Kingdom Secretary of State. This power has been used regularly. ^^4 More

recently, the Governor has been entrusted with authority to negotiate

extradition arrangements with other jurisdictions, with a view to such

arrangements being implemented by domestic statute and continuing to

have effect after the 1 July 1997 transition. The initialing ofthe first agree-

ment negotiated under this power, an agreement with the Netherlands,

was recorded in the Sunday Morning Post of 9 June 1991. The background

to the grant of this negotiating power is discussed below.

3. Does the Basic Law grant similar powers to the hksar?

In the Texts

(a) As to the creation ofextradition relations:

Extradition is not expressly mentioned in either the Joint Declaration

or the Basic Law. As to whether the Government ofthe Hong Kong sar or
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the Central People's Government will have jurisdiction, both documents

are suggestive but in the final analysis ambiguous and inconclusive.

Clause 2 ofthe Joint Declaration in part provides, that the Hong Kong
SAR "...will enjoy a high degree of autonomy, except in foreign. ..affairs

which are the responsibility of the Central People's Government." The

first sentence in article 13 of the Basic Law is to like effect. Taken in isola-

tion, these provisions would suggest that at least the power to create and

maintain extradition relations with foreign jurisdictions is to be retained

by the Central People's Government.

However, the position is elaborated in the Joint Declaration, Appendix

I, paragraph 1. "The Central People's Government shall authorise the

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region to conduct on its own those

external affairs specified in Section XI ofthis Annex," Section XI includes

the following:

The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region may on its own, using the

name 'Hong Kong, China,' maintain and develop relations and conclude

and implement agreements with states, regions and relevant international

organisations in the appropriate fields, including the economic, trade,

financial and monetary, shipping, communications, touristic, cultural

and sporting fields.

It is important to note that this list of "appropriate fields" does not

purport to be exhaustive. By implication, the Central People's

Government reserves to itself the right to approve other appropriate

fields as it sees fit.

The remainder of article 13 and article 151 of the Basic Law essentially

reproduces this format. The relevant part of article 13 provides: "The

Central People's Government authorizes the Hong Kong Special

Administrative Region to conduct relevant external affairs on its own in

accordance with this Law." Article 151 follows the passage from Section XI

ofAnnex I, quoted above, almost verbatim.^?

Further, the Basic Law does contain express grants ofresponsibility for

certain specific aspects of external affairs to the Hong Kong sar. Most

significant in the context of this paper is article 96, which gives effect to

the last sentence ofsection 111 ofAnnex I ofthe Joint Declaration.

With the assistance or authorization ofthe Central People's Government,

the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region may

make appropriate arrangements with foreign states for reciprocal juridi-

cal assistance.
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At the very least, this provision indicates a vs^illingness on the part of the

National People's Congress to include reciprocal judicial assistance

—

that is, assistance in obtaining evidence, service of process, and enforce-

ment ofjudgments in civil cases—as an "appropriate field" or "relevant"

aspect of external affairs. From judicial cooperation in civil proceedings

to judicial cooperation in criminal matters, specifically in securing phys-

ical control over convicted or accused fugitives, would not be an impos-

sible leap.

Hov^ever, in reality a leap ofany kind may not be necessary. The phrase

consistently used in the official English texts is "juridical assistance," not

the traditional "judicial assistance" just mentioned. The significance of

the use of "juridical" in the corresponding provision of the Joint

Declaration has been considered by this author in some detail else-

where.^^ Briefly, juridical may be defined as "relating to the administra-

tion ofjustice or office of a judge,"^7 a potentially wider term than "judi-

cial," defined in the same source as "belonging to the office of a judge."

Hence, juridical assistance could include extradition, even of the form

found in the PRC which is strictly administrative, requiring no involve-

ment on the part of the judicial organs at all. Was the term deliberately

selected by the drafters of the Joint Declaration and the English transla-

tion ofthe Basic Law, with extradition in mind?^^

The author has been unable to obtain a definitive answer to this ques-

tion. The authentic Chinese texts are inconclusive. The characters used in

both the Joint Declaration and the Basic Law, sin fa in each case, are vari-

ously translated by legal dictionaries as either "judicial" in its strict sense

or "juridical", that is, "relating to law," depending upon context. The

context in article 96 is apparently compatible with either meaning.

There is very little discussion ofthe predecessors of article 96 in docu-

mentation produced by either the Secretariat ofthe Drafting Committee

for the Basic Law or the Secretariat ofthe Consultative Committee. In the

former, the only reference found was in a "Collection of Documents of

the Fifth Plenary Session of the Drafting Committee," dated 22 August

1987. In a Progress Report ofthe Subgroup on Political Structure, the view

ofone member was recorded

the present notary system was both a juridical issue and an issue which

involved external affairs. After the establishment of the hksar, the

appointment of notary publics should be made by the Central

Government.

Presumably a person holding such a view would also be concerned about
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the external affairs aspects of extradition, had these been brought to

her/his attention. Does an absence ofcomment suggest that it was not?

The Consultative Committee appears not to have discussed extradi-

tion with foreign states at all. However, some reference was made to extra-

dition under what is now article 95. Mainland drafters are recorded as

having said:

According to Article [95], the extradition of suspects between China and

Hong Kong shall be arranged by the judicial organs ofthe hksar with their

counterparts in other parts ofthe country. Questions concerning criminal

law, civil law and procedural law shall be handled in accordance with the

legal provisions ofHong Kong. Mainland laws shall not apply.

This might be said to support the view that extradition is also contem-

plated within article 96, but the argument is not strong. It is true that the

English text of article 95 also contains the word "juridical," and the

Chinese characters sinfa are used again. However, the complete phrase in

the English text ofarticle 95 is "juridical relations," not "reciprocal juridi-

cal assistance." The Chinese characters accompanying sin fa reflect this

Hnguistic distinction. Of course, it may be argued that these two terms

actually mean the same thing or, at least, are both capable of including

extradition within their boundaries. However, the contrary can also be

asserted. In truth, neither English nor Chinese legal culture recognizes

these phrases as terms of art and, in all likelihood, very little attention, if

any, was paid to the distinctions between them.

Are there any other textual pointers indicating what the drafters inten-

tions with respect to extradition may have been? So far, discussion has

centred upon the external affairs/political aspects of extradition but

equally, if not more, important is the character of extradition as an inte-

gral part of criminal justice systems. It is for this reason that the second

sentence in article 14 of the Basic Law, reflecting article 3, paragraph (11)

of the Joint Declaration, is significant: "The Government of the Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region shall be responsible for the mainte-

nance ofpublic order in the Region."

(b) As to the power to enact extradition legislation:

With respect to both the Joint Declaration and the Basic Law, if it is

concluded that extradition is either not an aspect ofexternal affairs at all

or is in any case an appropriate field for delegation ofresponsibility to the

Hong Kong sar government, there is nothing in the text to suggest other-

wise than that the sar government would then be free to enact such extra-
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dition legislation as it saw fit. Articles 8 and 17 of the Basic Law invalidate

legislation which contradicts the Basic Law itself. Article 17 in particular

provides:

If the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress.. .considers

that any law enacted by the legislature of the Region is not in conformity

with the provisions of this Law regarding affairs within the responsibility

of the Central Authorities or regarding the relationship between the

Central Authorities and the Region, the Standing Committee may return

the law in question.... Any Law returned by the Standing Committee ofthe

National People's Congress shall immediately be invalidated.

Provided the division ofpowers between the Central and Region govern-

ment is respected, it appears that there are no other substantive restric-

tions on the Region's legislative powers.

Note also that only specified prc laws listed in Annex III are to apply in

the Region. 29 No law concerning extradition is included amongst these.

In Practice

The future ofextradition to and from Hong Kong after 1 July 1997 has been

a matter of concern and active discussion at least since 1988, probably

considerably earlier. On 23 July 1988 the South China Morning Post

reported that, "Members of the Sino-British Joint Liaison Group are to

discuss extradition procedures for Hong Kong and foreign countries at a

two-day meeting beginning today." This was a meeting of a sub-group

intended to make preparations for discussion ofthe topic by the full Joint

Liaison Group (jlg) the following month. On 11 October 1988 the Hong

Kong Standard reported extracts from interviews with British and

Chinese sources as to the agreement reached at that, the loth Meeting of

the Joint Liaison Group.

'A very important principle has been reached which will give Hongkong

the right to negotiate with third countries for the return offugitive offend-

ers,' a British source said.... It will mean that China will honour all the

extradition agreements agreed between Hongkong and all other coun-

tries, including those reached during the transition period.... 'After 1997,

all agreements will have authorisation from China and there will be some

form ofentrustment from the United Kingdom pre-1997,' a British source

said.

Further progress as to details was reported in communiques published

after the eleventh and sixteenth meetings ofthe jlg.
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The two sides reached agreement in principle on the detail of future

arrangements for the surrender of fugitive offenders between Hong Kong

and relevant countries. The Group looked forward to the negotiation of

appropriate arrangements at an early date.

As already noted above, pursuant to this agreement, the United

Kingdom government has entrusted the Governor—in practice,

members ofthe International Law Division ofthe Legal Department—to

negotiate extradition agreements with foreign jurisdictions on Hong

Kong's behalf. Members ofthe Legal Department involved in these nego-

tiations confirmed to the writer that a Model Extradition Agreement had

been hammered out in joint discussions with the PRC and UK officials.

This document will be used as the starting point for negotiations with

states acceptable to the Chinese Central Government. As reported in the

Sunday Morning Post of 9 June 1991 previously cited, these countries

included the Netherlands, Malaysia, the United States, Canada, and

Australia. Ifan initialed text is obtained, this will be returned to the jlg for

discussion and approval. Nothing can be finalized without the approval

of the PRC, which is essential in order to ensure the agreements will be

permitted to remain in force after 1997, In this context it is significant that

article 153 ofthe Basic Law, based on a sentence in section XI ofAnnex I of

the Joint Declaration, provides:

International agreements to which the People's Republic ofChina is not a

party but which are implemented in Hong Kong may continue to be

implemented in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.

It is understood that this provision, together with articles 13, 96, 151, and

perhaps 20, is relied upon by all parties as a sufficient basis within the

Basic Law to justify this devolution of "external affairs/sovereign" power

to the Region, a devolution regarded as desirable and practical by all sides.

Once PRC approval has been obtained, it is intended that the new agree-

ment will be registered under Article 102 ofthe United Nations Charter.3o

It is also intended that Hong Kong will enact its own extradition ordi-

nance before 1997, providing a single extradition process for all foreign

jurisdictions, Commonwealth or otherwise, designed specifically to

facilitate implementation of any agreements obtained. Since articles 8

and 18 ofthe Basic Law provide that ordinances in force in Hong Kong on

30 June 1997 shall continue in force on 1 July 1997, a domestic extradition

law will remain in force and effective notwithstanding the transition.
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4. Will extradition to Hong Kong be a practical possibility after 1 July 1997?

Most of what has gone before has concerned extradition from Hong
Kong. This must be the area of gravest concern to the Central

Government since it involves not only diplomatic dealings with foreign

states, a characteristic shared with extradition to Hong Kong as well, but

also the arrest, detention, and surrender of persons otherwise lawfully

upon Chinese territory. However, foreign states are more likely to be

concerned about the probable fate of persons returned by them to the

Hong Kong sar. They will look to the extradition law itselfto see whether

it provides appropriate safeguards, such as speciality and non-resurren-

der clauses. They may seek specific undertakings from the Chief

Executive that if a fugitive is returned, specified things will or will not

happen. At the time of initial negotiations, at least they will be looking at

the proposed legal system of the Hong Kong sar, including its internal

structure and relation to the Central Government of the People's

Republic ofChina. Thus, they can satisfy themselves that laws enacted or

undertakings given are, in fact, likely to be effective, complied with, or

carried out.

Speciality and no-resurrender safeguards are common in extradition

agreements, statutes, and practices. A speciality safeguard is designed to

prevent prosecution and/or punishment of surrendered persons by the

requesting jurisdiction, either with respect to conduct other than that

upon which the surrender by the requested jurisdiction was based (at

least without the prior consent of the requested jurisdiction) or for

offenses, such as political offenses, with respect to which the laws of the

requested jurisdiction would have forbidden extradition in any case.

Of course, a speciality safeguard is not intended to protect returned

persons fi*om prosecution or punishment with respect to conduct which

occurs after their arrival in the requesting jurisdiction. Furthermore, a

speciality safeguard need not provide a surrendered person any protec-

tion at all ifsuch person freely remains within the requested jurisdiction

after either a fixed period of days or provision of a reasonable opportu-

nity to leave.

A non-resurrender safeguard is designed to ensure that a person

surrendered by Jurisdiction A to Jurisdiction B is not re-surrendered by

Jurisdiction B to Jurisdiction C, either without the prior consent of

Jurisdiction A or before the surrendered person has had an adequate

opportunity to leave Jurisdiction B as indicated above.

It is intended that the extradition legislation eventually enacted by the
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Hong Kong sar will include a sufficient speciality safeguard. This will be

in the form ofa statutory restriction upon prosecution or punishment of

persons surrendered to Hong Kong, probably not unlike that imposed by

section 33 ofthe Canadian Extradition Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. E-21 or section

18 ofthe Extradition Act 1989 (uk). Statutory prohibitions are likely to be

supplemented by reciprocal undertakings included in any extradition

agreement entered into or by guarantees demanded from requesting

jurisdictions where ad hoc extradition is contemplated.

Non-resurrender safeguards are not universally required by surren-

dering jurisdictions, and so are more commonly found within negotiated
agreements only or as specific undertakings in particular cases. Such a

safeguard is likely to be important to the Hong Kong sar's future extradi-

tion partners who may be anxious to ensure that persons surrendered to

Hong Kong are not thereafter re-surrendered to some other jurisdiction

within the People's Republic of China, with a very different criminal

justice system comparatively unfamiliar to the requested jurisdiction.31

For this reason it maybe worthwhile imposing a legislative restriction on

resurrender in the local legislation or, at least, giving the Chief Executive

an express legislative power to give undertakings of no resurrender to

foreign jurisdictions. Such undertakings should be made enforceable in

Hong Kong courts.

As to the probable characteristics ofthe future Hong Kong sar's crim-

inal justice system, it was clearly the intention of the makers of the Joint

Declaration and of the Basic Law drafters that the Region should main-

tain its own criminal justice system, with exclusive jurisdiction to prose-

cute and punish persons accused of having committed offenses against

the Region's laws within the Region's jurisdiction. So article 8 ofthe Basic

Law provides that the laws in force in Hong Kong on 30 June 1997, includ-

ing the common law and ordinances, will remain in force provided only

they do not contravene the Basic Law. Subject to compliance with due

process guarantees in the Basic Law, this qualification will cause no prob-

lem here. Furthermore, article 18 provides that only national laws which

(i) relate to defense and foreign affairs, and (ii) are listed in Annex III of

the Basic Law, shall apply in the Hong Kong sar. Thus, the criminal law

applicable to other parts of the People's Republic ofChina will not apply

within the Region. This is true even ofthe most serious political offenses.

Article 23 of the Basic Law requires the Hong Kong sar to enact laws

"on its own to prohibit any act oftreason, secession, sedition, subversion

against the Central People's Government, or theft of state secrets, to

prohibit foreign political organisations or bodies conducting political
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activities in the Region, and to prohibit political organisations or bodies

of the Region from establishing ties with foreign political organisations

or bodies." This clause would be nonsensical if prc criminal law was to be

applied within the territory.

However, the exclusion of prc substantive criminal law from within

the Hong Kong sar might not of itselfbe sufficient to enable the govern-

ment of the Region to ensure compliance with speciality safeguards. It

would certainly not address problems of resurrender or the extraterrito-

rial characteristics ofPRC criminal law. The latter is potentially significant

in this way.

The exclusion of the criminal law of other parts of the People's

Republic of China from the Hong Kong sar means that a person who

behaves within the jurisdiction ofthe Region in a manner which does not

amount to an offense according to the laws of the Region is not punish-

able within the Region because the behaviour would have amounted to

an offense according to general prc law had it occurred, for example, in

Beijing. However, suppose such a person later travels to Beijing? Does

article 18 of the Basic Law mean that articles 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the Criminal

Law ofChina, which together currently permit prosecution by Mainland

authorities ofpersons found in China but with respect to conduct which

occurred in Hong Kong,32 ^[\\ not apply to conduct occurring within the

Hong Kong sar?

Before extradition to the Hong Kong sar is acceptable to most foreign

jurisdictions, it will be necessary to demonstrate that persons returned to

the Region will be physically secure from removal to other parts of the

People's Republic of China, that the judicial and executive organs of the

Region will be solely responsible for and able to control the manner and

circumstances of such a person's trial and/or punishment, and that the

government of the Region will be able to ensure a genuine opportunity

for surrendered persons to leave the Region in the manner speciality and

non-resurrender safeguards require. Assuming acceptance ofgood faith

on all sides, the following provisions in the Basic Law, additional to those

already mentioned, should be sufficient to satisfy potential extradition

partners:

- maintenance ofpublic order within the Region will be the responsibility

of the Hong Kong sar government (art. 14);

- pla forces stationed in the Region will not interfere in the local affairs of

the Region (art. 14);

- "No department of the Central People's Government and no province,
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autonomous region, or municipality directly under the Central

Government may interfere in the affairs which the Hong Kong Special

Administrative Region administers on its own in accordance with this

Law" (art. 22);

- the Hong Kong judicial system is to be independent, possessing final

powers ofadjudication and to have jurisdiction over all cases in the Region

(art. 19, see also arts. 80-94);

- the Department of Justice of the Hong Kong sar shall control criminal

prosecutions free from any interference (art. 63);

- the Hong Kong poHce force is to remain as a separate entity (imphcit in

arts. 14, 22);

- the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region may

apply immigration controls on entry into, stay in, and departure from the

Region by persons from foreign states and regions (art. 154);

- persons holding valid travel documents will be free to leave the Region

without special authorization (art. 31);

- subject to approval from Beijing, foreign states will be able to maintain

consular offices within the Region, thereby avoiding the necessity to use

diplomatic channels in Beijing (art. 157).

Conclusion

The desirability of maintaining law^ and order within Hong Kong now
and after 1997 is common ground between Hong Kong, the United

Kingdom, and the People's Republic ofChina. The utility ofinternational

cooperation in this regard is also not disputed. Furthermore, the Basic

Law may be said to facilitate or, at the very least, not foreclose the possi-

bility of the Hong Kong sar having substantial, if not sole, responsibility

for its extradition processes. It is not, therefore, surprising that of all the

attempts by Hong Kong to secure a large measure ofautonomy over some

aspect of its external affairs, that with respect to extradition relations

between Hong Kong and foreign jurisdictions looks to be one ofthe most

likely to succeed.
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